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Abstract
Visual object recognition is among the most vital of abilities required to func-
tion properly. Our brains perform this impressive computational feat constantly each
moment as we make sense of the world about us. A vast history of work has eluci-
dated the emergence of object recognition along the ventral pathway in cortex. The
inferotemporal cortex, at the end of the ventral pathway, represents the highest level
processing. Single neurons here are able to capture entire objects and faces. Fur-
thermore, IT representations are plastic. Throughout our lives we are able to gain
or hone visual discriminatory ability through experience and repetition, and this is
driven by the ability of IT neurons to enhance its selectivity of behaviorally relevant
objects.
While it is clear that complex stimuli reliably drive IT activity, one relatively
unexplored topic is whether that activity indicates holistic representations of the ex-
act stimulus presented, or alternatively, a combinatorial representation of multiple
stimulus subparts. The current view in the field is the former. Past evidence, to be
reviewed here, suggests that learning strongly enhances selectivity to part combina-
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tions. This effect is stronger than the enhancement of selectivity to individual parts,
and furthermore, the part combination enhancement is manifest in a way that boosts
the sparseness of neural coding: singular objects evoke singularly high responses.
Taken together, the widely accepted view is that IT neurons code objects holistically.
This project readdresses this question with an extended experimental design rel-
ative to previous work on the topic. A novel set of control stimuli with a wider range
of combinations is employed to address a key limitation in the previous design. By
directly dissociating and testing holistic versus part selectivity tuning in a way not
possible before, we report counterevidence of holistic representation. This demon-
strates that our previous reports of compositional coding in IT persists even through
learned experience.
We also further characterize the learning effect by exploring the shape tuning of
IT neurons, some with and some without a learning effect, with a medial axis math-
ematical model. We show that shape representation in unlearned cells are biased to
top sections of stimuli, while learned cells equally represent top and bottom sections.
Primary Reader: Charles E. Connor
Secondary Reader: Kathleen E. Cullen
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1.1 Visual Object Recognition
One of the most crucial and complex abilities we possess is visual object recogni-
tion. We live in a fast-paced, dynamic environment, but we are able to detect and
recognize meaningful objects within them and act upon this information. This has
afforded us such abilities as identifying predators and prey, to recognizing edible ver-
sus poisonous foods, to diagnosing tumors in medical images, to developing written
language and symbols, to finding familiar faces in a crowd. These abilities come so
naturally and effortlessly to humans and other visual primates that it can be easy
to take them for granted. But the challenges of visual recognition are computation-





Neural processing of vision is thought to occur along parallel streams. The ventral
and dorsal pathways are nicknamed the “what” and “where” pathways respectively
[2]. The dorsal stream is thought to be involved in recognition of where objects
are in space as well as action guidance. The ventral stream, of which this project
is concerned, is involved in object recognition [3]. A wide range of methods have
shown that neuronal processes supporting object recognition are located in the ventral
pathway. Ventral pathway has a rough hierarchy of cortical processing stages. In
monkeys these stages are V1 (primary visual cortex), V2, V4, and inferior temporal
cortex (IT), which itself is separated into posterior (PIT) and anterior (AIT) cortices.
In humans, the lateral occipital complex correspondent to AIT in monkeys [4].
Information flowing up the ventral pathway gets transformed into successively
more complex abstractions [5, 6]. At early processing stages, objects are represented
by their constituent parts. Neurons here code for simple properties of local edge
fragments like position, orientation, and curvature [7–10]. With simple and local
information represented at each neuron, objects are thus encoded by large, highly





IT cortex, sitting at the end of the ventral pathway, exhibits the most complex
object representation. Single neurons in IT cortex have receptive fields covering major
portions of our field of view, typically overlapping the fovea and crossing hemifields
[12–14]. These large receptive fields are able to capture entire objects and faces [15].
Furthermore, the receptive fields are more complex than the lower areas. Stimuli
that reliably drive cells in primary visual areas are less effective in IT [12, 16–18], as
they are generally too simple and pertain to specific foundational aspects of the visual
field. Instead, IT neurons reliably respond to complex shape features or whole objects
and faces [15, 19–23], while exhibiting complex features such as size and position
invariance [14,24,25].
The shift from representation of constituent parts in earlier processing areas to
entire objects in IT also has implications for how information is stored on a population
level. Unlike the distributed patterns of neural activity of previous areas, IT neurons
encode objects in a sparser pattern [12,23,26–30]. This sparser pattern is furthermore
not organized as previous areas are. IT is the first area that does not display a clear
retinopy [6].
Beyond demonstrating the presence of object recognition processing in IT, other
work has demonstrated that IT activity is necessary for object recognition. Lesions
or disconnections in IT have demonstrated the importance of IT for object [31–33]
and face [34, 35] discrimination. Conversely, stimulation of IT neurons can influence
3
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perception as has been demonstrated in face-selective areas [36].
1.2 Role of Learning in Object Recogni-
tion
A major component to object recognition is the role of learning. In the wild, vervet
monkeys naturally “categorize” potential predators, producing unique vocalizations
in response [37]. In the lab, the role of learning has been studied through developed
visual systems [38], visual systems that have been deprived of early-life experience
[39,40], and the role of visual experience in adults [41,42]. Studies in the pigeon were
the first to demonstrate generalization of categories of images such as “human” and
“non-human” [43,44].
For the purposes of this project, we focus on experience-based plasticity in the
adult visual system. Throughout our lives we are able to gain or hone discrimina-
tory ability through experience and repetition [26, 27, 45]. In doing so, we train our
visual system to categorize and discriminate between behaviorally relevant stimuli
in ways that a naive brain cannot do. Many psychophysical studies in adults have
shown learning-dependent changes in discriminiation and recognition using stimuli
ranging from simple features, such as oriented lines and gratings [46], to complex
objects [47]. When looking at neural changes in response to learning, it has been
reported (in primary visual areas) that more cells respond to the trained location,
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indicating a “swelling” of the cortical map of response preferences. In other areas
of cortex, examples of cortical reorganization or magnification have been reported in
somatosensory and auditory areas respectively [48,49].
1.2.1 Learning in the IT cortex
For IT cortex, the change in neural activity in response to learning is most fre-
quently reported as a sparsening of activity. This is often seen as a sharpening of a
cell’s tuning curve. Furthermore, the sharpened tuning curve tends not to be a result
of an increased maximum evoked firing rate, but rather a decrease in sub-optimal
evoked firing rate. That is, in general the optimal preferred stimulus pre-training
stays constant and the evoked firing rate stays constant while sub-optimal stimuli
evoke less response post-training relative to pre-training. This effect has been re-
ported for simple stimulus characteristics such as orientation discimination [50, 51]
and random-dot coherent motion [52], as well as complex objects. To illustrate fur-
ther the observed learning changes with complex objects, some example studies are
highlighted.
1.2.2 Highlighted Study: Kobatake 1998
For the first highlighted study, 45, experimenters trained two monkeys to recog-
nize 2-dimensional, monochromatic black images. Monkeys were tasked to remember
5
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individually presented sample objects and, after a delay period, select the sample
object when it reappeared on the screen along with distractors. Both the sample
and distractors were drawn from a pool of 28 training stimuli. Each stimulus was
composed of an arbitrary set of lines, ovaloids and polygons overlaid on top of each
other to create one single object. All colors were monochromatic black. Monkeys
took roughly 3-5 months of training 8 hours per day, 6 days a week to reach 75%
performance.
After training, IT neurons were recorded from the trained monkeys under anes-
thesia as images were flashed passively. The images were composed of all the training
stimuli as well as 75 reference stimuli. The reference stimuli were composed of pic-
tures of random objects found around the lab. All images were in black and white.
In addition to the two trained monkeys from which 131 neurons were recorded from,
there were three control monkeys who were not trained on the task, out of which 130
neurons were recorded from. The existence of control monkeys adds extra power to
this project’s results, as it is uncommon for projects to have the resources to record
from completely naive monkeys.
The experimenters first considered the best elicited responses (called “maxFr”)
across cells and they found a modest training effect. Responses across trained stimuli
show a learning effect of increased maxFr. The distributions of maxFr from the
131 trained cells are significantly different from the distribution of the 130 untrained
cells (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p¡0.01). In contrast, when considering responses to
6
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reference stimuli, there is no significant difference between the same distributions.
Next, they considered the sparseness of coding as ascertained by stimulus discrim-
inability. They estimated the population coding of stimuli by constructing response
vectors of the training and control cells. A training response vector for a particular
stimulus is a 131-length vector with each entry being a normalized training cell re-
sponse for that stimulus. Control response vectors are constructed the same way, with
length 130. From the set of training and control vectors, stimulus distance is defined
as the vector difference between any two stimulus response vectors (of the same type:
training-vs-training or control-vs-control). Finally, the sparseness of coding is then
indirectly ascertained by considering the distribution of all possible stimulus distances
across training and control sets. When doing so, they found a significant training ef-
fect. Stimulus distance across training cells were significantly greater than stimulus
distance across control cells (KS test, p¡0.001) and importantly, this effect was far
greater than the maxFr training effect. This supports the view that training sharp-
ens a cell’s tuning curve (thereby increasing stimulus distance and discriminability),
while keeping the optimal evoked response constant (they actually report a modest
increase, but the increase does not match the increase in stimulus distance).
1.2.3 Highlighted Study: Freedman 2003, 2006
The next results we consider are from a pair of studies: Freedman 2003 and Freed-
man 2006 [27, 53]. In both studies, experimenters created a shape space consisting
7
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of virtual models of cats and dogs. Each stimulus was a clearly-defined virtual 3D
representation of a cat or dog. They defined three canonical models of cats and dogs
each (adapted from three actual species). They then defined a morphing space be-
tween canonical models. They could take any two canonical models – cat1 and dog1,
for example – and parametrically define any image within the continuum space be-
tween 100% cat1 and 100% dog1. Each mixture image was still a sharp, well-defined
shape. Images consisting of over 50% of any canonical model was considered part of
the category of that canonical model. Furthermore, images could be categorized into
a broader cat category versus dog category (by having more than or less than 50% of
any cat model respectively).
Monkeys were tasked to categorize cats versus dogs within a delayed match-to-
category task. The sample image, shown first, was drawn from one of the six canonical
images. The test image, shown second and after a delay period, was a morphed image
generated from anywhere in this shape space. If the two displayed categories matched,
monkeys responded by pressing a lever. In the case of a nonmatch, monkeys had to
wait through another delay period and get to a second test period, in which another
morphed stimulus was presented. This second test stimulus was always a match with
the sample. This atypical experimental design is due to the experimenters recording
from both IT and prefrontal cortex. For the purposes of this review, the main result
of note is that across neurons, evoked responses from the sample, first test epochs
of neuronal response displayed categorical representation. Representations for the
8
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three cats tended to be similar as did the representations for the three dogs. Intra-
category variation was smaller than inter-category variation. (Prefrontal cortex was
shown to have greater categorical information than IT and so the paper argues that
categorical information is mainly a feature of PFC over IT. Nevertheless, they do
show categorical information present in IT and once again, the PFC considerations
are beyond the scope of our purposes).
In a follow up study [53], experimenters modified the experiment to investigate
learning effects in IT. They considered 18 stimuli from the previous experiment. The
18 stimuli consisted of 3 different morph lines (cat1 to dog1, cat2 to dog2, and cat3 to
dog3) each with 6 levels of morph (from 100% cat to 100% dog). Of these stimuli they
generated copies at seven different orientations. 0 degrees rotation correspond to the
set of original stimuli, and these were considered “trained” stimuli. The stimuli at
the other six orientations (at 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90, 135, and 180 degrees) were considered
novel (untrained).
The results of this study showed clear and striking evidence of the aforementioned
learning effects in IT. They found the sharpest tuning amongst the trained stimuli.
That is, tuning was sharp among the 18 trained stimuli (0 degree orientation) and
furthermore, the sharpness of tuning among 18 stimuli of any other (non-trained)
orientation was not as high as that of the trained stimuli. In fact, with increasing
orientation there was a clear monotonic decrease in tuning sharpness. However when
comparing the maximum evoked response of each orientation with one another, there
9
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was minimal difference across the orientations. So once again, experimenters found
that training increased the sharpness of tuning without increasing the maximum
evoked response of the optimal stimulus.
1.2.4 Limitations
In these highlighted studies, along with most other previous work in the matter,
it is clear that a learning effect is taking place. However, because the stimuli that
drive IT neurons are so complex, it is not immediately clear what the neurons are
learning. Each of the stimuli in the Kobatake and Freedman studies have multiple
parts (for example: crosses and ovaloids for Kobatake, heads and tails for Freedman).
From the design of these studies, it is impossible to know whether the sharpened
tuning resulting from training is manifest through modulated sensitivity to a specific
sub-part of the optimal stimulus (i.e. the shape of the tail of a cat), or multiple parts
of the optimal stimulus, or the entire optimal stimulus itself. In fact, in the vast body
of work concerning learning in IT, only one major study addresses this question.
10
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1.3 Baker, Behrmann, and Olson 2002:
Learning Parts Versus Wholes
In 2002, Chris Baker, Marlene Behrmann, and Carl Olson [26] released a seminal
and widely impactful paper that directly investigates whether IT neurons code for
object parts or whole objects. Their main conclusion of whole-object coding has been
widely accepted and has deep implications for object representation in cortex. The
work reported in this thesis is a direct successor of their study.
1.3.1 Experimental Design
Experimenters constructed their stimuli, called batons, by joining two distinct top
and bottom elements by a vertical stem (Figure 1.1a). There were 16 total batons
constructed organized into 4 groupings called tetrads. Each tetrad consisted of 4
batons, which shared amongst them two top parts and two bottom parts combina-
torially organized into a 2x2 grid. Monkeys were trained to distinguish batons by
depressing a left or right lever (denoted in Figure 1.1a, grey and white backgrounds
respectively). The batons sharing the same response type (right or left lever) had no
parts in common.
Two monkeys were trained on the task, with each monkey trained on two tetrads.
The trained tetrads were different and complementary among the monkeys (Monkey
1 was trained on tetrads I and II, Monkey 2 was trained on tetrads III and IV).
11
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Figure 1.1: Baker et. al. 2002: Batons and Results
Stimuli and results from Baker et. al. 2002 [26]. a) Four tetrads of batons were
used in discrimination training. Monkey 1 was trained on tetrads I and II and
monkey 2 on tetrads III and IV. The batons used in training for one monkey were
also used as unlearned controls for the other monkey. Batons requiring right- and
left-lever responses are indicated by white and gray backgrounds, respectively.
However, during experiments, the background was constant. b) Response to the
best learned baton plotted against response to the best unlearned baton. Each
point represents data from one session, where each session includes responses of
one neuron to four batons of a learned tetrad and four batons of an unlearned
tetrad. Each neuron provides up to two sessions. There was no significant ten-
dency in either monkey for responses elicited by the best learned baton to exceed
those elicited by the best unlearned baton (paired t-test: monkey I, p > 0.7;
monkey 2, p > 0.5), c) Selectivity for the individual parts of learned batons
was enhanced relative to selectivity for individual parts of unlearned batons. A
two-way ANOVA with top part and bottom part as factors was executed. The
four histogram bars represent counts of sessions in which neurons showed two
significant main effects of part identity for batons belonging to learned (black) or
unlearned (gray) tetrads in monkey I (uniform texture) or monkey 2 (hatched).
The sessions displaying at least one learned main effect was significantly greater
than the number displaying at least one unlearned main effect (p < .0005, Chi-
squared test) d) Learning enhanced the tendency of neurons to respond selectivity
to specific part combinations. The histogram bars show the counts of sessions in
which the two-way ANOVA yielded evidence of a significant nonlinear interac-
tion between the influences of top and bottom parts. For learned tetrads (black)
as compared to unlearned tetrads (gray), significantly more interaction effects
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For data collection, awake monkeys underwent maintain-fixation tasks. Neurons
were first screened for visual responsiveness, and then significant responsiveness to
at least one of the 16 batons. After screening, a subset or all (time permitting)
the batons were redisplayed for 8 trials each, and this constituted the experimental
data that was analyzed. The subset of batons that were prioritized were four batons
from the one trained tetrad and four batons from one untrained tetrad. Both of
these tetrads were selected for having a higher maximum elicited response than the
highest elicited response of the other corresponding tetrad. That is, the selected
trained tetrad had a higher maximum elicited response than the maximum elicited
response of the other trained tetrad, and the same for the selected untrained tetrad.
So in total, eight batons were prioritized over the other eight. The data from these
batons (spanning trained and untrained data) constituted one “session”. If time
permitted, experimenters then displayed the other eight batons (which were from
the other trained and untrained tetrad), and the data collected constituted another
session. Each recorded cell provided either 1 or 2 sessions of data and each session
was treated as an independent observation. They recorded from a total of 360 cells




1.3.3 Results and Interpretation
Similar to previous studies, they found no learned effect that boosted the maxi-
mum elicited response of trained tetrads over untrained tetrads (Figure 1.1b). When
comparing the best responses from trained versus untrained tetrads (from the same
session), no significant difference was found (paired ttest; monkey 1, p > 0.7; monkey
2, p > 0.5). Once again, this is consistent with the existing understanding of learning
in IT.
To assess the learned effect on selectivity, they carried out two separate 2-way
ANOVAs. for each session. One ANOVA was applied to the trained tetrad while one
was applied to the untrained tetrad. 2-way ANOVA yields main effects and interac-
tion effects. The “main effects” in this case directly report “part selectivity”. That
is, when applying 2-way ANOVA across responses from any particular tetrad, the
resulting F-values of “top” and “bottom” main effects are a direct measure of the dis-
criminability of the two top and bottom parts of that tetrad. The “interaction effect”
of 2-way ANOVA, however, is more complicated, as multiple factors could contribute
to an interactive effect. More on this will be discussed later. For assessing both
main and interaction effects across the population, the experimenters first assessed
the significance of both main and interactive effects for each tetrad of each session
(significance was ascertained by the standard 0.05 p-value threshold. The p-values





Figure 1.1c and 1.1d show the ANOVA results of the pooled main and interactive
effects respectively. For the main effects, each histogram shows whether the ANOVA
results had zero, one, or two significant main effects. Results from trained and un-
trained tetrads are differentiated and compared, as well as results from individual
monkeys. Pooling results from both monkeys, the experimenters reported a higher
proportion of responses from trained tetrads exhibiting one or two main effects as
compared with untrained tetrads. Using a Chi-squared test, they find this effect to
be significant (p < 0.0005).
1.3.3.2 Part Interaction Selectivity
For part interaction, they found a similar but more pronounced effect. Once
again, a higher proportion of trained tetrads had significant interaction effects than
untrained tetrads. Furthermore this proportion disparity was even higher than the
disparity reported for main effects. Trained tetrads provided almost twice as many
significant responses than untrained tetrads, and this was reflected in a stronger chi-
squared test (p < 0.0001). This result is striking, but before further interpretation,
the interaction effect itself must be parsed.
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1.3.4 Whole Object Selectivity
All interaction effects, by definition, are deviations from the linearly summed main
effects. There are multiple ways in which these deviations can manifest. Firstly,
response from a single baton could exhibit large deviation with respect to the rest of
the tetrad. This type of interaction was called object-type interaction (Figure 2.1a).
Secondly, two diagonal batons sharing no parts in common could have the large
(same-direction) deviations (Figure 2.1b). This would lead to an XOR-gate scenario
unexplainable by linearly summing two main effects. They label this “response-type”
interaction because of the nature of the experimental design: it would indicate that
a neuron tuned to the response type (left or right lever) that the monkey had to
deliver as opposed to being stimulus-selective. To differentiate between these two
types of interaction effects, they devised an index based on the range and variance
of the response across the tetrad. Relevant edge cases include an index of zero for a
perfect response-type interaction, four for a perfect object-type interaction, and six
for a no interaction effect (where responses are perfectly described by linear summing
main effects).
Using this index, they could cast the response of each tetrad onto a continuous
range from zero to six (Figure 2.1c). What the graph shows is that 1) Interaction
effects are indeed prevalent across most tetrads (the vast majority of tetrads exhibit an
index between zero and four, indicating some part interaction), and 2) learned tetrad
part interaction, relative to unlearned part interaction, is shifted toward object-type
17
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interaction and away from response-type interaction. Thus, with learning comes not
only increased part interaction as a central effect, but specifically a type of part
interaction that boosts selectivity of a single baton (among the tetrad). The authors
interpret this as evidence that IT neurons learn to select for entire objects, and not just
for object parts or combination of parts. This is the key interpretation of this study,
and it has been widely accepted and enormously influential in the field. It implies
that, say in the aforementioned Freedman studies, that some IT neurons are selective
for a specific type of cat – not a combination of its tail and head, but rather the entire
cat – and learning functions to improve this selectivity and cancel the noise. Indeed,
this interpretation seems well supported by the evidence provided and furthermore
the interpretation fits neatly with the prevailing notions of learning in IT. Object-type
interaction as they define it is very closely related to sparseness (a response profile
that is perfectly sparse would also exhibit perfect object-type interaction), and so the
result that learning boosts object-type interaction fits perfectly with the notion that
learning increases the sparseness of coding in IT.
1.3.5 Recap
To recap, Baker, Behrmann, and Olsen implemented a novel design to be able to
directly manipulate stimulus parts in a combinatorial fashion. They found a learn-
ing effect on part selectivity, and an even greater learning effect on part interaction





Figure 1.2: From Baker et. al. 2002 [26]. Learning is characterized not only by
the enhancement of part interaction selectivity, but specifically the enhancement
of supra-additive interaction effects of single objects within the tetrad. (a,b) Neu-
rons showing significant interaction effects occupied a continuum extending from
’object-type’ cases (example in a) to ’response-type’ cases (b, batons sharing no
parts, but associated with the same behavioral response, elicited equal responses).
(c) Cumulative frequency of an index developed to parse between different types
of interaction. Index = (x21 + x
2
4) / V , where x1 and x4 are the firing rates
elicited by the best baton and the baton sharing no parts with it respectively
and V is the variance across the evoked responses of the four batons. The curve
for learned tetrads (thick) is shifted relative to the curve for unlearned tetrads
(thin) away from 0.0 (the value associated with a pure response-type pattern)
and toward 4.0 (the value associated with a pure object-type pattern). The value
of 6.0 is associated with no interaction at all. The shift of the learned curve is
significant (p < 0.01, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Index values for neurons in (a)
and (b) are indicated by arrows.
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specifically object-type (single baton) selectivity, and they use this as evidence to
conclude that IT neurons code for whole objects as opposed to object parts.
1.3.6 Problems
However, there is a major drawback with the experimental design of Baker et. al.
While they show that the learned increase in part interaction selectivity manifests
in increased sparseness coding, which in turn can be seen as compelling evidence for
whole object selectivity, the conceptual link between part interaction selectivity and
whole object selectivity is nevertheless intuited and not firmly established. Their
experimental design does not allow them to directly test this link further in that they
cannot distinguish between a general increase in part interaction selectivity and whole
object selectivity. The work presented in this thesis will address this issue.
1.4 Objectives
The work described in this thesis is a direct successor to the results of Baker,
Behrmann, and Olsen. The goal of this research is to extend their findings in several
key ways. We separate the work into two specific aims.
Specific Aim 1: Test the hypothesis that learned visual recognition en-
hances whole object selectivity in IT. We describe a new experimental design
which incorporates new unlearned controls in order to address the limitations de-
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scribed above. We also detail other improvements that we believe provide a stronger
and more-complete view of the neural changes taking place. As a result of these
improvements, we first report a confirmation of the main findings of Baker et. al.,
but then we are able to extend the results and provide counterevidence to whole ob-
ject selectivity. We conclude that parts-based compositional coding, which we have
previously reported, remains the fundamental feature of IT activity, even throughout
learning.
Specific Aim 2: Analyze the shape tuning changes that explain whole
object selectivity. Here, we endeavor to precisely describe neuron tuning following
learning. Using a genetic algorithm, we explore the shape space of IT neurons and
constrain a complex mathematical model. Using this model we compare differences
between cells that exhibit learning effects versus cells that do not. Our efforts provide
a modest result that information carried in unlearned cells are biased towards (spa-
tially) top stimulus parts, while learned cells exhibit equal information representation




In Learned Object Recognition
2.1 Motivation
The results and interpretation of Baker et. al. have been widely influential in
the field of visual object recognition. Cited by over 300 articles, their findings have
been widely accepted to date. The assertion of whole-object coding, furthermore, has
strong implications for cortical object representation. It implies that each object we
learn throughout our lives is ultimately represented by a set of dedicated neurons.
These dedicated neurons would not be responding to parts or multi-part combina-
tions, but the entire object. From an information standpoint, this would necessitate
investigation into how IT cortex could handle the task of representing every single
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behaviorally relevant object through labeled line coding.
However, their work leaves open another possibility. The familiarity of parts may
be sufficient to produce the increased selectivity they report. While it is striking that
they report that learning specifically enhances supra-additive selectivity for singular
objects, the link from this finding to the conclusion of holistic coding is nevertheless
inferred. A neural code based on part selectivity (which can include nonlinear combi-
nations of constituent part response) could also produce the observed supra-additive
profiles. Their experimental design was novel and powerful, but as discussed in the
previous chapter, it was not equipped to determine which coding scheme (parts or
holistic) produced the supra-additive profile,
In this chapter, we introduce an improved experimental design that is able to




We defined 32 letter-like two-dimensional stimulus categories. Each category was
defined by its medial-axis topology. Each stimulus category consisted of a “top” and
a “bottom” section. Figure 2.1a displays the first 16 categories. Four tops and four
bottoms comprise the 16 categories in a combinatorial fashion. We trained 2 monkeys
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on complementary halves of the stimuli. Irrespective of monkey, the set of 8 trained
categories is referred to as the “Trained” set. The other 8 categories are referred to as
the “Complementary” set. “Complementary” categories consist of tops and bottoms
familiar to the monkey (the same tops and bottoms compose “Trained” categories),
but in unfamiliar combinations (thus “combination-Complementary” stimuli). Col-
lectively, all 16 categories are referred to as the “Canonical” set. A set of 16 entirely
unfamiliar comparison categories (unfamiliar parts and unfamiliar combinations) was
constructed by inverting (rotating 180 degrees) the canonical set (Figure 2.1b). This
set of categories is referred to as the “Inverted” set.
For each category we could generate morphed versions by varying lengths, widths
and smoothness of component limbs (Figure 2.1c, see section 2.2.2 Stimulus Gener-
ation for more detail), but limb orientation remained the same. The monkeys were
tasked to differentiate and match whole categories, not single images. The original
unmorphed images of each category, as shown in Figure 2.1a and 2.1b, are referred
to as “Unmorphed” stimuli. All morphed versions of the categories are referred to as
“Morphed” stimuli.
The terms “Trained”, “Complementary”, “Canonical”, “Inverted”, “Unmorphed”,
and “Morphed” will be used either in the context of individual stimuli, sets of stimuli,
or stimulus responses.
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Figure 2.1: Methods: Experimental Design
(a,b) The stimuli categories of our experimental design. Inspired by Baker et.
al., we designed 32 letter-like stimuli in a combinatorial manner with shared tops
and bottoms. Tops are shared within the same columns and bottoms are shared
within the same row. Canonical stimuli are shown in (a). Two monkeys were
trained on complementary halves of the Canonical Stimuli, denoted by the green
and violet backgrounds. The halves are referred two as Trained and Complemen-
tary sets of stimuli. Complementary stimuli are unlearned controls. Shown in
(b) are Inverted stimuli, which are flipped versions of the Canonical stimuli. No
monkeys were trained to discriminate these Inverted stimuli, and so they are also
unlearned controls. Each of the stimuli shown in (a,b) are Unmorphed versions
of a category of stimuli. We trained monkeys to distinguish between categories
of stimuli while considering any Morphed versions of any category stimuli to be
the same. Shown in c) are example morphed versions of a single category. Limb
lengths and widths are varied, but limb orientations remain the same. (d,e) show
the batons of Baker et. al., but recast into the organization of our stimuli. d)
shows learned batons (corresponding to our Canonical stimuli) while e) shows
unlearned batons (corresponding to our Inverted stimuli). Note that the signif-
icant addition to our design is the Complementary stimuli, which are composed
of familiar (trained) letter parts, but novel part combinations. f) A schematic
showing the advantage of Complementary stimuli. Learning would differentially
affect responses of Complementary stimuli from a whole-object-selectivity context
versus a general part interaction selectivity context. With whole object selectiv-
ity, learning would only enhance selectivity among Trained stimuli, whereas with
part interaction selectivity, learning could enhance both Trained and Complemen-
tary stimuli. Without these controls, Baker et. al, could not distinguish between
whole-object and part-interaction selectivity.
(next page)
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Figure 2.1: Methods: Experimental Design
Canonical Stimuli






Baker et. al. Batons (Learned)
e
Baker et. al. Batons (Unlearned)
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- Novel combinations - INVERTED / NOVEL
- Novel parts
- Novel combinations
Only comparison available 
to Baker et. al. 
Enhanced under Whole Object Selectivity
Enhanced under General Part Interaction Selectivity
2.2.1.1 Comparison to Baker et. al. 2002
Our stimuli are inspired by Baker et. al., but there are important differences. We
tasked our monkeys to recognize and differentiate between stimulus categories instead
of single images. In this way, we could ensure that monkeys learned generic shapes,
and not rely on ad hoc strategies (involving precise, local details). This is similar to
the way we learn alphanumeric characters, which vary in precise shape across fonts
and handwriting styles.
In Figure 2.1d and 2.1e, we recast the batons from Baker et. al. into the same
organization of our stimulus categories. Same as Baker et. al., our Trained set could
be organized into directly comparable “tetrads” in that there are two groups of four
trained categories sharing two tops and two bottoms (however the tetrad organization
is not used in our analysis). Our Inverted set is directly comparable to the untrained
batons of Baker et. al., in that they were composed of unfamiliar parts and unfamiliar
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part combinations. However, our Complementary set, composed of familiar parts but
unfamiliar part combinations is unique to our study. This afforded us the ability
to directly test changes in part combination selectivity (in the context of ANOVA
analysis, called “part interaction” selectivity) in a way that Baker et. al. could not.
Figure 2.1f conceptually establishes what is gained by the inclusion of the Comple-
mentary set: it allows for a dissociation between general part interaction selectivity
and whole object selectivity. Whole object selectivity and part interaction selectivity
would differentially affect the responses of the Complementary set. In the context of
whole object selectivity, a learned increase in spareness of coding must by definition
involve familiarity with an entire object. Since the only familiar entire objects occur
in the set of familiar stimuli, Complementary stimuli would not be “selected for”
following holistic learning. By contrast, in the context of general part combination
selectivity, only familiarity of parts is necessary to be influenced by learning. There-
fore, selectivity of Complementary stimuli could theoretically be enhanced following
learning. Thus, the inclusion of Complementary stimuli is a powerful addition to the
experimental design.
2.2.2 Stimulus Generation
For every stimulus, a medial axis skeleton is first generated. “Limb” precursors
(where each precursor is a width-less line segment defined by the endpoint locations
in two dimensions) are joined together at their endpoints to form a stimulus skeleton.
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The skeleton must be fully connected (So all the limbs topologically form one stimulus,
not multiple) and no loops are allowed (no “triangle” or “rectangular” shapes which
have closed loops. Topologically, everything must be a “tree” with branches and
endpoints). The endpoints of all the limbs in the skeleton are considered nodes.
From the skeleton, a surface contour is then built. Each node is assigned a width.
The width is roughly a “radius” about the node by which a set of “control points”
are generated. Control points are surface contour precursors, roughly tracing the
outline of the final shape. For terminator nodes, three or four control points were
generated about the node (three-control-point nodes generate “smoother” variants
while four-control-point nodes generate a sharper convexity). The width assigned to
the terminator determined the average distance between control points and node. For
junction nodes, two or three control points were generated for each concavity region
between the limbs sharing the node. For example, a node joining three limbs would
have 6 or 9 control points: 2 or 3 control points for each of the three concavities
between limbs. Finally, the set of all control points are used to generate a spline
curve to form the final closed surface contour defining the shape.
For the Behavioral stimuli (Unmorphed stimuli categories), all the node widths
are uniform as well as the smoothness (four nodes about terminators, 3 nodes about
junction concavities), leading to a smooth, regular shape. Also the limb lengths and
junction angles are defined and at regular repeated angles.
Morphed stimuli are morphed versions of the Behavioral stimuli. The generated
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stimuli start from the same skeletons of the Behavioral stimuli. From there, certain
parameters are changed (morphed). All limb lengths, node widths, and smoothness
at each node were changeable parameters, and changed at random. Importantly,
junction angles were kept constant so that the general shape characteristics kept con-
stant (no Morphed stimuli could be mathematically confused for a different category).
The continuous parameters of limb lengths and node widths were assigned a value
range that they could morph into. All Morphed stimuli were checked for consistency
(making sure that a final smooth contour was possible), before being finalized.
2.2.3 Protocols
2.2.3.1 Training Protocols
The training paradigm was a standard match to category task (Figure 2.2a). Fol-
lowing fixation on a center dot, a Morphed Trained stimulus was presented for 500 ms.
A second, Unmorphed Trained stimulus was presented after a 500 ms delay. If the two
stimuli were a categorical match, the monkey could earn a liquid reward by making
an upward saccade. If the two categories did not match, the monkey was rewarded for
maintaining fixation at the center. The task was difficult because of the confusability
of morphing, letter-like stimuli constructed from the same set of component parts. As
a result, performance on any given stimulus category only gradually increased from
chance to the 80% criterion, over the course of 20 to 40 training days (Figure 2.2b).
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New stimulus categories were introduced at intervals of several weeks, but there was
no substantial change in learning rate across successively introduced categories (the
curves in Figure 2.2b are aligned at the beginning of training for each individual cat-
egory). This demonstrates that task performance depended on extended learning of
each individual shape.
Figure 2.2: Protocols and Training Performance
a) Two monkeys were trained on a standard match to category task. Following
fixation on a center dot, two Trained stimuli were presented in sequential fashion
for 500ms each with a 500ms delay between presentations. The first stimuli
presented was morphed while the second was unmorphed. A reward was delivered
following a saccade up to a target if the two stimuli were a categorical match, or
a maintained fixation for a categorical nonmatch. b) The average performance of
both monkeys throughout a subset of training. Monkeys were trained in stages,
with new stimulus categories to compare amongst introduced sequentially. After
performance gradually increased from chance to above 80% (over a course of 20
to 40 training days), a new category was introduced to the task. The curves
shown here are overlaid to the beginning of training for each individual category.
This task was difficult for the monkeys to master, demonstrating the level of
expertise needed to execute it successfully. c) The passive maintain-fixation task.
Following fixation, eight stimuli were presented in succession for 300ms each with a
200ms interstimulus interval interleaved in between. Fixation must be maintained
throughout for a reward. Otherwise the data is discarded, and the trial restarted.
Almost all the data presented in this work is recorded during this passive task.
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2.2.3.2 Recording Protocols: Fixation Tasks
Most of the data presented is recorded during a passive viewing task (Figure 2.2c).
Following fixation, eight stimuli were presented in succession for 300ms each with a
200ms interstimulus interval interleaved in between. The monkey had to maintain
fixation throughout the entire period for a reward. Otherwise the data was discarded,
and the trial was restarted. This paradigm is used for a variety of protocols. For all
protocols, the set of stimuli shown were randomly interleaved.
2.2.3.3 Behavioral Protocol
This was both the screening protocol as well as a main data collection. All Un-
morphed Canonical and Inverted stimuli were shown for at least 15 presentations per
stimulus. Cells were only selected for further recording if visual responsiveness (at
least two times baseline firing and at a maximum elicited response at least twice as
high as the minimum elicited response) was determined. The main results of Aim
1 come from this protocol. Data from this protocol is referred to as “Behavioral
responses”.
2.2.3.4 Morphed Protocol
For some cells, we presented Morphed Canonical and Morphed Inverted stimuli.
A set of five morphs for all 32 categories was generated (only one time). This set of
160 stimuli were saved and the same set was shown to all subsequent cells, five pre-
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sentations per stimuli. Data from this protocol is referred to as “Morphed responses”
2.2.3.5 Active Task Protocol
For two of the three recorded hemispheres, we recorded cells while the monkey
performed a version of the training task. The stimuli used were still restricted to
the set of eight Trained categories. Unlike the training protocol, in which presented
categories in each trial are random and the number of trials is indefinite, the recording
version had a fixed set of trials and presentations of each stimulus. There were 120
total trials. The first stimulus presentation of each of the trials were determined
by drawing randomly (without replacement) from a pool of 120 morphed stimuli.
This pool was constructed by taking all eight training categories, generating three
morphs for each category, and having five repeats for each resulting stimulus. The
second stimulus of each trial is similarly determined by drawing randomly from a
pool of 120 unmorphed stimuli, constructed by 15 repeats of the eight categories.
The 120 morphed and 120 unmorphed stimuli were randomly matched to generate
120 full trials. No restrictions on occurrences of category pairs or occurrences in
match versus nonmatch trials were implemented. During recording, any premature
trial break (i.e. the monkey broke fixation before the end of the first stimulus) resulted
in an immediate repeat of that trial.
For a small subset of cells (six) in the final recording block (first monkey, second
time), the three Morphed stimuli for each category used in this protocol were the
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same as the first three (of five) Morphed stimuli used in the Morphed Protocol. That
is, the Morphed stimuli were the same across the cells and the same across protocols
within the same cell. Comparisons can then be made for responses across cells, and
across passive versus active contexts.
This protocol is referred to as “Task”. The protocol sharing morph stimuli from
the Morph protocol, is referred to as “Task-Matched”. Responses from Unmorphed
and Morphed stimuli from this protocol are “Task-Unmorph responses” and “Task-
Morph responses” respectively.
2.2.4 Electrophysiology Methods
We recorded spiking activity of well-isolated single neurons from two awake mon-
keys (Macaca mulatta) performing the protocols described above. They were singly
housed during training and experiments. All procedures were approved by the Johns
Hopkins Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to US National Institutes
of Health and US Department of Agriculture guidelines. Both monkeys were head-
restrained and first trained to maintain fixation within a 0.5 degree radius surrounding
a 0.25 degree square (fixation spot) displayed on a projection screen 60cm away for
a juice reward. Eye position was monitored using a dual-camera,infrared eye tracker
(IScan Inc, Woburn, MA).
The electrical activity of 128 neurons (87 and 41 respectively from two monkeys)
were recorded with epoxy-coated tungsten electrodes (FHC Microsystems) inserted
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through a transdural guide tube. A custom-made chamber was manufactured to
provide high precision of cortical targets (within 0.5 mm). Each day, the craniotomy
was opened and cleaned, the chamber placed and fastened atop the open chamber
with settings adjusted to target a cortical location. A transdural guide tube was
lowered 10 to 15 mm into cortex and an epoxy-coated tungsten electrode (FHC)
was inserted through the guide tube. Extracellular action potentials were isolated
and processed using the TDT RX5 Amplifier (Tucker-Davis Technology, Alachua,
FL). Inferotemporal cortex was identified on the bases of the sequence of sulci as the
electrode was lowered and visual response characteristics of the neurons. We targeted
neurons from the lower bank and lip of the superior temporal sulcus from stereotaxic
AP +10 to +21mm, ML 20 to 25 (left hemisphere in Monkey 1, right hemispheres in
both monkeys), and DV 0 to +8 (Figure 2.3).
2.2.5 Recorded Cell Breakdown
Protocols were modified during the course of the experiment. Some changes were
due to initial oversight, and some were due to natural adaptation as data was ana-
lyzed and interpreted. As a result not all cells were shown all the protocols ultimately
used in the analysis. Table 2.1 details the breakdown of cells across monkeys and pro-
tocols shown. 57 cells across both monkeys were shown both Canonical and Inverted
sets in the Behavioral Protocol. These cells are referred to as “Full-Protocol” Cells.
Inverted stimuli, and thus Full-Protocol recordings, were only introduced in the sec-
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Kadharbatcha 2012
Figure 2.3: Approximate recording locations. Picture is taken from Kadhar-
batcha 2012 [54] highlighted in translucent red. 128 neurons were recorded from
the lower bank and lip of the superior temporal sulcus from stereotaxic AP +10
to +21mm, ML 20 to 25, DV 0 to +8. Both hemispheres of Monkey 1 and the
right hemisphere of Monkey 2 were recorded
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ond monkey, so they are absent from the first set of recorded cells from the first
monkey. After the conclusion of recording in the second monkey, we revisited cells in
the first monkey, this time in the right hemisphere to record additional Full-Protocol
cells. Full-Protocol cells are used for the analysis in Aim 1, part 1 which compares
Canonical responses to Inverted responses.
Within the population of cells in the first recording block (first monkey, left hemi-
sphere), the first 51 cells were only shown Training stimuli in the Behavioral Protocol.
Not showing the Complementary stimuli was due to oversight. These 51 cells are re-
ferred to as “Train-Only” cells. Their genetic algorithm data is used for Aim 2 of
this project. For Aim 1, however, their data is not used (and they are not denoted in
Table 2.1).
The remaining 16 cells recorded in the left hemisphere of Monkey 1 were shown
Complementary stimuli (but not Inverted). These cells, along with the 57 Full-
Protocol cells are labeled “Canonical-Protocol” cells in that they were shown the full
Canonical set. These cells are used for the analysis in Aim1-part 2 which compares
Trained responses to Complementary responses.
Table 2.1: A breakdown of the number of recorded cells sorted by presented
protocols.
Both Monkeys Monkey 1 Monkey 2
All Recorded Cells 128 87 41





(Aim 1, Part 2)
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2.2.6 Analysis: Assessing Selectivity
2.2.6.1 Two-Way ANOVA
Selectivity for parts and part combinations was determined by applying two-way
ANOVA to the Behavioral responses. Two-way ANOVA is a natural test for our
two-factor cross design. For each recorded Full Cell, two separate two-way ANOVAs
are applied, one to Canonical responses and one to Inverted responses. This is in the
same fashion as Baker et. al. As noted above, the Inverted stimuli are composed
of unfamiliar parts and part combinations with relation to the Canonical stimuli,
which is the same relationship as the “learned” vs “unlearned sets of baton tetrads in
Baker et. al. As such, the results from two-way ANOVAs are interpreted in a similar
way. Differences in selectivity to Canonical versus Inverted responses is assessed by
comparing the results of the ANOVAs across all Full Cells.
However, it is worth noting some differences between our use of two-way ANOVA
and Baker et. al. First, all the Behavioral response data from one cell are treated
together. We do not break our responses into separate “sessions” as Baker et. al.
did. This gives us a more holistic picture of what each cell is selecting for instead of
narrowly focusing on single-tetrad responses at a time.
By applying two-way ANOVA to the Canonical set, we are including the 8 Trained
responses, but also the 8 Complementary responses. This could potentially “pollute”
the data with unlearned responses. However, because our results later fail to show any
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significant differences between Trained and Complementary responses, we conclude
that it is fair to consider all Canonical stimuli as the “learned” set for our purposes
here.
By including more stimuli, our two-way ANOVA had 4 levels in both factors,
versus just two levels each in Baker et. al. The p-values resulting from Baker et.
al. ANOVA were approximately of the order of 0.01 to 0.1. As a result, they could
use the standard p¡0.05 as a significance threshold. By contrast, our p-values were
orders of magnitude less than 0.05. This leads to the second main difference between
our studies. Instead of using p-values as a report on selectivity, which would involve
arbitrarily selecting a significance threshold with no rationale, we report F values
directly. Instead of tabulating the number or proportion of cells exhibiting significant
learning effects, we compare F values directly against each other (paired t-tests). This
provides a cleaner, more direct report of the selectivity of each cell than Baker et. al.
2.2.7 Analysis: One-Factor Selectivity
To assess selectivity differences between Trained and Complementary responses,
we could not use two-way ANOVA because the 8 stimuli of the Trained or Comple-
mentary sets do not comprise an exhaustive cross design (not all the levels of each
factor are present). So we used three different metrics to assess selectivity. These
metrics were applied to Canonical-Protocol cells.
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2.2.7.1 One-Way ANOVA
The simplest metric is to use regular one-way ANOVA. This metric tests against
the null hypothesis that all eight responses are from the same distribution, and the
resulting F value can be interpreted as a measure of general selectivity in the same
way that two-way ANOVA was used above.
2.2.7.2 Sparseness
It is established that IT neurons exhibit sparse coding. Sparseness was calculated





The resulting value is of range 0 (not sparse) to 1 (sparse). High sparseness
indicates a distribution characterized by the presence of one or a few high-responses
amongst many low responses. This is in contrast with one-way ANOVA, in which
high F values simply point to high selectivity but no further information on the
distribution that generates that selectivity.
2.2.7.3 Maximum Interaction Residual
The final metric is the maximum of the interaction residuals from two-way ANOVA.
Here we revisit the two-way ANOVA applied over Canonical reponses. two-way
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ANOVA models each stimulus response as
FRTop=t,Bottom=b = µGrand + µTop=t + µBottom=b + µTop=t,Bottom=b + ε
where the first term is the grand mean, the second and third terms are the main
effects, the fourth term is the interaction effect, and the last term is the remaining
error. Each Canonical stimulus has a corresponding interaction term. Furthermore,
eight interaction terms correspond with Training responses, and eight correspond with
Complementary responses. We consider here the maximum of the positive Training
interaction terms and the maximum of the Complementary interaction terms, each




This metric is in essence a continuation of the increasing specificity of the three
metrics. one-way ANOVA is the most general selectivity metric. Sparseness reports
on more specific distributions in which high selectivity is manifest through few high
responses. And the Maximum Interaction Residual, by design, reports on only the
highest response.
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2.2.8 Supplementary Analysis Methods
2.2.8.1 Selectivity Timing
In this section, we endeavor to further examine the ANOVA results by considering
the evolving time course of F values. Our goal is to compare the relative timing of
main effect contributions (part selectivity) versus interaction effect contribution (part
interaction selectivity): does timing for one precede the other or are they similar? To
this end, we first smoothed the evoked firing rates of each cell using an asymmet-
ric gaussian kernel as reported in Brincat 2006 [56] (itself adapted from Thompson
1996 [57]). The gaussian kernel was shaped with 15 ms standard deviation on the
causal side, 5 ms SD acausal side. This procedure yields a robust estimate of instan-
taneous response rate that avoids backward bias in time by means of primarily causal
weighting. The resulting smoothed firing rates were averaged across all repetitions of
each stimulus. The same two-way ANOVA methodology described previously (sep-
arate ANOVA performed over canonical and inverted responses) was then applied
at every 5ms timepoint. From each cell, six F-value time courses were constructed,
corresponding to Top, Bottom, and Interaction values of Canonical and Inverted re-
sponses.
For any given set of six F time courses, we used four descriptive parameters
to assess the relative timing of main (top and bottom) effects versus interaction
effects. Two of the parameters directly describe the time course F values. Time of
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Onset F Deviation, referred to as “FDev”, is defined as the time in which F value
rose above 25% of the “baseline value”. “Baseline value” is the median of the F
values during the first 50ms post-stimulus onset. Time of F Peak, referred to as
“FPeak”, is defined as the time of the maximum F value during the time-course. These
parameters are defined for each of the six F time courses. Since our goal is to compare
main effects versus interaction effects, we further define “main” and “interaction”
versions of the parameters: FDev,Main, FDev,Int, FPeak,Main, and FPeak,Int. FDev,Main
is defined by taking the minimum FDev of the four main time courses (Canonical
Top, Canonical Bottom, Inverted Top, and Inverted Bottom). FDev,Int is defined by
taking the minimum FDev of the two interaction time courses (Canonical Interaction,
Inverted Interaction). FPeak,Main and FPeak,Int are defined the same way. In this way,
we can directly compare main and interaction time points.
We define more timing parameters by first taking the canonical versus inverted
ratio of the time-course F values. For example, Canonical Top is divided by Inverted
Top at each 5ms interval to create one ratio time course, and Inverted Top is divided
by Canonical Top for another ratio (which will be the inverse of the previous ratio).
The rationale for considering ratios is that we are not just interested in, for example,
a large Canonical Bottom F contribution, but rather a large Canonical Bottom F
contribution relative to the Inverted Bottom F contribution. Six time-course ratios
were constructed out of the six F values: (Canonical Top / Inverted Top), (Canonical-
Bottom / Inverted Bottom), (Canonical Interaction / Inverted Interaction), and the
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three inverse ratios (Inverted / Canonical). From these ratios we ascertained when
they deviated from unity (which is when Canonical equals Inverted). Time of Ratio F
Deviation, referred to as “RDev”, is defined as the time when Ratio F first crossed 1.1.
That is, when the numerator F value first deviated to over 10% of the denominator
F value. “Time of Significant Ratio F Deviation”, referred to as “RSigDev”, is defined
as the time when Ratio F first deviated above a specified threshold. The threshold is
determined by first noting that both F values would come from the same F distribu-
tion (either from a main effect with three df in the numerator of the F distribution,
from an interaction effect with 9 df in the numerator of the F distribution). The
threshold was chosen to be the p = 0.05 threshold of that F distribution. In essence,
the threshold is chosen such that if the denominator F value had been 1 (a null re-
sult for an F distribution), then the numerator F value is significant (one-tailed) at
p=0.05. The threshold is 2.11 and 1.66 for main effect ratios and interaction effect
ratios respectively. Similar to the definition of FDev,Main and others above, we define
“main” and “interaction” versions RDev,Main, RDev,Int, RSigDev,Main and RSigDev,Int by
taking the minimum RDev, and RSigDev values across the four main or two interaction
values.
Thus, for each individual cell, eight parameters are calculated: FDev,Main, FDev,Int,
FPeak,Main, and FPeak,Int. FDev,Main, RDev,Main, RDev,Int, RSigDev,Main and RSigDev,Int.
This analysis is conducted over all Full-Protocol cells, giving us a population of val-
ues for each parameter. From the population of values, we consider the mean and
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standard error.
Furthermore, we also consider aggregate F time courses. Aggregate F time courses
are constructed by averaging F time courses across Full-Protocol cells. So a single
set of six aggregate F time courses are defined for the entire population of Full-
Protocol cells. Ratio time courses are constructed the same way as described above,
but from the aggregate F time courses. We then use the same eight timing pa-
rameters to characterize the aggregate F and Ratio time courses. The parameters
used to describe aggregate time courses are denoted with an “agg”: FaggDev,Main,
FaggDev,Int, FaggPeak,Main, FaggPeak,Int, RaggDev,Main, RaggDev,Int, RaggSigDev,Main
and RaggSigDev,Int.
2.2.8.2 Categorical Representation
To assess intra-category versus inter-category variance, we applied Nested ANOVA
to the Morphed responses. The ANOVA was structured with two factors, with “cat-
egory” being the main (top) factor and “morph” being the nested (lower) level. The
category factor had either 8 or 16 levels spanning Training, Complementary, Canon-
ical, or Inverted responses. The morph factor had five levels corresponding to the
five morphs generated for each category in the Morph protocol. Nested ANOVA is
chosen as opposed to two-way ANOVA because the five morphs of one category do
not correspond to the five morphs of another category. From the nested ANOVA
we compute FRatio = FCategory / FMorph. High FRatio means that more variance is
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captured by category over morphs, indicating a high degree of categorical invariance.
2.2.8.3 Morphed and Task Responses
Finally, we report preliminary data on how Morphed and Task (and Task-Morph)
responses differ from Behavioral responses (which are unmorphed and passive). The
data shown here was taken over a small subset of cells and does not satisfy require-
ments for conclusive interpretation.
From the Morph and Task protocols we could show our stimuli under four condi-
tions:
• Passive, Unmorphed stimuli (Behavioral Protocol). Denoted “PassUnmorph”.
• Passive, Morphed stimuli (Morphed Protocol). Denoted “PassMorph”.
• Active, Unmorphed stimuli (Task Protocol, 2nd stimulus). Denoted “Active-
Unmorph”
• Active, Morphed stimuli (Task Protocol, 1st stimulus). Denoted “ActiveMorph”.
We made multiple comparisons between the four groups. We compared firing rate,
one-way ANOVA and Sparseness. Comparisons between two protocols are made on
the set of cells from which the two protocols were executed. This set of cells differs
from comparison to comparison. The comparisons between Passive Morphed and
Active Morphed, for example, have by far the smallest number of cells as these were
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the cells shown the Task-Match protocol. As explained in the protocols section, Task-
Match protocols were introduced relatively late and only six cells were recorded with
Task-Match.
2.2.8.4 Location Effects
We examined whether there was a correlation between any spatial dimension de-
scribing the location of recorded cells and any of the metrics discussed thus far. Specif-
ically, we considered four spatial dimensions: three stereotaxic A-P, M-L, and D-V
dimensions as well as the first principal component resulting from principal component
analysis of the 3D spatial locations of all the cells. Multiple metrics were assessed
by their correlation with these spatial dimensions. The metrics included two-way
ANOVA F values, the three Trained-versus Complementary metrics for Aim1-part
2 (one-way ANOVA F, sparseness, normalized maximum interaction residuals), and
the 8 timing parameters described for aggregate time courses (see section 2.2.8.1 Se-
lectivity Timing). Each candidate metric was correlated with each spatial dimension
across the appropriate cell population (i.e. across 57 Full-Protocol cells for the met-
ric Inverted Top F, but across 77 Canonical-Protocol cells for sparseness). We also
considered individual monkeys as well as aggregate data.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Part 1: Confirmation of Learned Increase in
Part Selectivity
2.3.1.1 Part Selectivity
Figure 2.4a and 2.4b show an example response profile of an individual cell to
the Behavioral stimuli (see Methods, 2.2.3.3). This animal was trained on set 1
(here outlined in gray). The starred stimulus (maximum evoked response) evoked an
average response rate of 75.1 spikes/s. Two-way ANOVA of the Canonical responses
yielded Main (top and bottom) and interaction F values of 197.5, 38.8, and 19.6
respectively and corresponding p-values of 1.53e-82, 2.10e-22, and 6.54e-28.The same
values for Inverted responses are F values of 29.0, 9.29, and 6.68, with p-values of
7.15e-16, 8.20e-05, and 1.83e-08. Across the population of 57 Full-Protocol cells (see
Methods, 2.2.5), top main effects appeared to be equivalent for Canonical and Inverted
stimuli (Figure 2.4c, p = 0.37, paired t-test, two-tailed. For individual monkeys: p =
0.86 for Monkey 1; p = 0.38 for Monkey 2), while bottom main effects were stronger
for Canonical stimuli (Fig 6d, p = 3.2e-3 overall ; p = 0.097 Monkey 1 ; p = 0.012
Monkey 2. The smaller number of neurons, 20, in Monkey 1 contributed to the p >
0.05, although the trend clearly favored Canonical over Inverted). Thus we reproduce
the moderate increase in part selectivity observed by Baker et. al.
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2.3.1.2 Part Interaction Selectivity
More importantly, we replicated the critical result in Baker et. al. Namely, we see
a strong learning effect for part interaction. Interaction effects were stronger over the
population of Canonical responses as compared to Inverted responses (Figure 2.4e;
p = 2.3e-3 overall ; p = 0.0814 Monkey 1 ; p = 0.0142 Monkey 2. Again, a small
number of Full Protocol cells from Monkey 1 contributes to p > 0.05).
Figure 2.4: Aim1 Part 1: Canonical Versus Inverted ANOVA Results
(a,b) An example response profile of an individual cell to Behavioral stimuli.
The gray outlines signal the Trained stimuli for this monkey. The background
color indicates the relative evoked response for each corresponding stimuli. The
“redder”, the higher the evoked potential. The stimulus evoking the maximum
firing rate (75.1 sp/s) is starred. This example cell is more selective for Canonical
stimuli than Inverted, (c-e) Two-way ANOVA was performed for each cell’s re-
sponse both to Canonical and Inverted stimuli (see Methods). These scatterplots
compare the resulting Canonical versus Inverted F values for Top (c), Bottom (d),
and Interaction (e) effects. Paired t-tests were used to compare the populations
of Canonical versus Inverted F values. The resulting p-values are displayed in
the corresponding graphs. Top F values were not significantly different across
Canonical and Inverted values. However, Canonical bottom and interaction F
values were significantly different than their respective Inverted values.
(next page)
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Figure 2.4: Aim1 Part 1: Canonical Versus Inverted ANOVA Results
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2.3.2 Part 2: Counterevidence to Learned Increase
in Holistic Selectivity
The results so far echo the findings of Baker et. al. in that they suggest learned
selectivity for whole, familiar objects. However, given our extended stimulus design
which includes the Complementary set of categories, we could test whether increased
selectivity was specific to familiar objects, or more generally observable for familiar
parts, even when combined into unfamiliar objects. Figure 2.5a and 2.5b showcase an
example cell that exhibits a similar learning effect to the cell displayed in Figure 2.4.
There is a learning effect apparent in comparing Canonical versus Inverted selectivity,
and specifically, an increase in part interaction selectivity (over simply part selectivity)
is exhibited. However, a major difference from the cell in Figure 2.4 is that for this
cell, the enhanced selectivity highlights Complementary stimuli instead of the Trained
stimuli. The starred stimulus was never shown during training, but elicited the highest
response and resulted specifically from a highly significant interaction effect (F = 21.0,
p = 1.67e-25, interaction residual for the starred stimulus = 12.8 spikes/s).
To test the generality of this result, we turn to the 77 Canonical-Protocol cells
using metrics of one-way ANOVA, sparseness, and normalized maximum interaction
residuals to compare between Trained and Complementary selectivity (see Methods,
2.2.7).
Figure 2.5c-e shows that for all three metrics we do not see a significant difference
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Figure 2.5: Aim1 Part 2: Trained Versus Untrained Results
(a,b) example response profile of an individual cell to Behavioral stimuli. The
gray outlines signal the Trained stimuli for this monkey. The background color in-
dicates the relative evoked response for each corresponding stimuli. The stimulus
evoking the maximum firing rate (39.1 sp/s) is starred. This stimulus also exhibits
the highest supra-additive interaction residual at 12.8 sp/s. Importantly, this cell
exhibits a learning effect similar to the cell displayed in Figure 6: increased se-
lectivity across Canonical versus Inverted stimuli, and enhanced part interaction
selectivity. However, in this cell, the increased part interaction selectivity high-
lights Complementary stimuli (the starred stimulus is not a Trained stimuli, but
Complementary instead). This phenomenon is not readily explained by whole-
object selectivity. (c-e) Three different metrics are used to compare Trained
versus Complementary responses over the population of Canonical-Protocol cells
(see Methods): c) one-way ANOVA. d) Sparseness, e) normalized maximum in-
teraction residuals. For all three metrics we do not see a significant difference
between Trained and Complementary selectivity.
(next page)
between Trained and Complementary selectivity. That means we could not see general
selectivity differences (one-way ANOVA), response profiles of familiar objects were not
sparser than unfamiliar objects, and the supra-additive residuals were not significantly
stronger for Trained versus Complementary objects.
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Figure 2.5: Aim1 Part 2: Trained Versus Untrained Results
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2.3.3 Supplementary Results
2.3.3.1 Selectivity Timing
In this section, we compare the relative timing of main effect contributions versus
interaction effect contribution to assess whether one precedes the other. We expanded
on the ANOVA result by computing smoothed firing rate and then computing F time
courses, aligned to stimulus onset. From the F time courses, we calculated eight
descriptive parameters, FDev,Main, FDev,Int, FPeak,Main, FPeak,Int, RDev,Main, RDev,Int,
RSigDev,Main and RSigDev,Int to describe assess the relative timing between main effects
and interaction effects. These parameters were calculated for both individual cell
responses, and on the aggregate F time courses, calculated by taking mean F time
courses across all Full-Protocol Cells (i.e. FaggDev,Main). See Methods (2.2.8.1) for a
full explanation of the parameters and how they were calculated
Figure 2.6a shows the six aggregate F time courses. The same trends of Canonical
and Inverted F values from part 1 results are apparent here. Canonical Bottom and
Interaction time courses deviate above Inverted Bottom and Interaction time courses.
Inverted Top time course trends higher than Canonical Top. However this is primarily
due to a few outlier cells skewing the mean (not shown), and the level of deviation is
not as high as the bottom or interaction effects. Aggregate parameters (FaggDev,Main,
FaggDev,Int, FaggPeak,Main, and FaggPeak,Int) are denoted in the single dots and x’s
(black and red colors). The population of individual parameters are visualized with
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error bars next to the corresponding aggregate dots or x’s. The error bars are centered
about the sample mean and the span of the bars denote the standard error of that
particular parameter across Full-Protocol cells.
Figure 2.6b shows aggregate Ratio time courses. For simplicity, three of the six
ratios are shown. The other three are simply inverses of the three shown. In the same
fashion as described above, the aggregate parameters are displayed as dots and x’s
and the population of individual-cell parameters are visualized with the error bars.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 quantify the parameters visualized in Figure 2.6. Table 2.2
displays the relative occurrences of the eight descriptive metrics (with corresponding
main-versus-interaction pairs displayed by row). Four scenarios are considered (by
column). 1) There could have been a main effect and no interactive effect. 2) Both
main and interaction effect was present with main effect preceding interaction effect.
3) Both effects are present with interaction preceding main. 4) Interaction effect
present but no main effect. A majority of cells across metrics show the main effect
preceding an interaction effect, a minority show the interaction effect preceding the
main effect, and no cells exhibit one effect without the other.
Table 2.3 quantifies statistical descriptors (mean and standard error) of the individual-
cell effects, as well as aggregate parameter values in parenthesis. Again using the
population of individual-cell parameter values, the comparison of main-versus inter-
action pairs (for example, FDev,Main versus FDev,Int) show significant positive mean
shift time (shift = interaction time - main time) across all metric pairs (Table 2.3,
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column 4 and 5).
We find mean shift times ranging from 26.5 to 47.1 ms depending on parameter
considered. All mean shift times were significant. In conclusion, we looked at a
variety of timing parameters to characterize F time courses and find clear evidence
that main effects precede interaction effects by at roughly 30ms.
Table 2.2: Counts & Proportions of the Relative Timing of Main Versus Inter-
action Selectivity.
Main Effect, Main precedes Int precedes No Main Effect,
No Int Effect Int Effect Main Effect Int Effect
count (percentage)
Onset F Deviation
0 (0.0%) 44 (77.2%) 13 (22.8%) 0 (0.0%)
(FDev,Main & FDev,Int)
Onset Ratio Deviation
4 (7.0%) 40 (70.2%) 13 (22.8%) 0 (0.0%)
(RDev,Main & RDev,Int)
Onset Significant
Ratio Deviation 4 (7.0%) 41 (71.9%) 12 (21.1%) 0 (0.0%)
(RSigDev,Main & RSigDev,Int)
Peak F Deviation
0 (0.0%) 37 (64.9%) 20 (35.1%) 0 (0.0%)
(FPeak,Main & FPeak,Int)
Table 2.3: Statistical Descriptors of the Relative Timing of Main Versus Inter-
action Selectivity.
Main Time, Int Time Int - Main Int vs Main
(ms) (ms) Time Diff (ms) Paired t-test p
column-specific legend indiv mean ± indiv std err (aggregate) indiv only
Onset F Deviation
59.0 ± 2.9 (60) 89.7 ± 5.5 (75) 30.7 ± 5.5 (15) 6.26e-07
(FDev,Main & FDev,Int)
Onset Ratio Deviation
68.8 ± 2.3 (65) 109.1 ± 6.6 (75) 41.3 ± 7.0 (10) 5.70e-7
(RDev,Main & RDev,Int)
Onset Significant
Ratio Deviation 87.0 ± 2.4 (85) 123.1 ± 6.4 (140) 37.1 ± 6.8 (55) 2.47e-6
(RSigDev,Main & RSigDev,Int)
Peak F Deviation
121.0 ± 4.3 (130) 147.5 ± 5.2 (155) 26.5 ± 5.5 (25) 1.24e-5
(FPeak,Main & FPeak,Int)
2.3.3.2 Categorical Representation
We tested compared intra- versus inter category variance by applying nested
ANOVA over the Morphed responses (see Methods, 2.2.8.2). Figure 2.7 compares
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Figure 2.6: Selectivity Timing
Evoked firing rates of each cell were smoothed, and two-way ANOVA was per-
formed on each cell at every 5ms interval. From the resulting individual-cell
F time courses, we averaged over all the cells to produce ””aggregate F time
courses””. The traces shown in (a) are the aggregate time courses. Note that
Bottom and Interaction F time courses exhibit the learning effect (Canonical ¿
Inverted) reported in part 1 result (two-way ANOVA, no time-course). We also
define F Ratio time courses, done by dividing a canonical F time course at each
time point with the corresponding inverted F time course. Once again, individual-
cell and aggregate versions of ratio time courses are defined. The traces shown
in (b) are three of the six aggregate time courses (the other three are simply
the inverse of the shown three). The Ratio time courses are compared to main
and interaction thresholds (horizontal dotted lines) to determine time points of
significant deviation of canonical and inverted F (see methods). We defined eight
descriptive parameters (see methods) to quantify the timing and comparison of
canonical versus interaction time courses. Four of the parameters are defined for F
traces and four are defined for Ratio traces. Each of the parameters were defined
over both aggregate and individual-cell traces. The aggregate versions are shown
in both plots (a) and (b) as single dots or x’s. The population of individual-cell
values (across the Full-Protocol cells) are visualized by the corresponding error
bars next to the aggregate dots or x’s. The error bars are centered around and
span the mean and standard error of the population of values respectively. The
plots (a) and (b) are meant to be read along with Tables 2 and 3. The conclusion
drawn from these graphs is that main effects precede interaction effects by about
30-40 ms. This bears striking resemblance to the results of Brincat 2006 [56]. The
plot in (c) is a reprinted graph from that study, in which experimenters report
differential timing effects between linear and nonlinear representations of stimuli
in posterior IT cortex. They modeled neuronal responses to 2D shape-contour
stimuli with linear and nonlinear components and considered the relative contri-
butions linear and nonlinear components have over the time course of smoothed
firing rates. They report significant linear contributions preceding significant
nonlinear contributions (indicated by the stars above the graph) by about 60ms.
Loosely drawing parallels between linear/nonlinear versus main/interaction, re-
sults of this project closely mirrors the findings of Brincat 2006 and suggests that
object recognition happens in stages along different timescales.
(next page)
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Figure 2.6: Selectivity Timing
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Trained versus Complementary FRatio as well as Canonical versus Inverted FRatio.
Both comparisons fail to demonstrate any significant difference. The maximum
Trained and Canonical FRatio were higher than the maximum Complementary and
Inverted FRatio respectively. Also, the population of Trained FRatio appears to be
trending higher than Complementary FRatio with twice as many cells above versus be-
low the unity line. However, with the small amount of cells in which Morph protocol
was recorded (18), the data is inconclusive.
2.3.3.3 Active Versus Passive Context
Figure 2.8a shows a schematic of the four contexts that we show our stimuli (Pas-
sUnmorph, PassMorph, ActiveUnmorph, and ActiveMorph, see Methods, 2.2.8.3)
and the protocols they come from. We also highlight the four comparisons we make
amongst the contexts, with each four dotted rectangles representing a comparison.
The rectangles are in the same relative spatial location as each of the four comparison
scatterplots in 10b-e. The numbers in each of the rectangles denote the number of
cells used for the comparison. The numbers differ from each other because of the
differential amount of cells each protocol was shown to.
Figure 2.8b shows firing rate comparisons amongst the four contexts. Blue dots
represent comparisons of individual stimuli. Displayed morphed responses are the
mean elicited response over all morph stimuli of that protocol (5 for passive Morphed
protocol, 3 for active Task protocol). Red dots represent comparisons of mean re-
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Category vs Morph Information:
F Ratio = Fcategory / Fmorph
Figure 2.7: Nested ANOVA results applied over Morphed responses. This anal-
ysis compares intra- versus inter- category variance, where intra category vari-
ance refers to variance explained by different morphs of the same categories, and
inter-category variance refers to the variance explained across by different cate-
gories. The data plotted is FRatio, which is inter-category variance divided by
intra-category variance. The higher the FRatio, the more the response profile
was influenced by various categories and the less by various morph levels. The
two graphs show Trained versus Complementary and Canonical versus Inverted
FRatios respectively (see Methods). Both comparisons fail to demonstrate any
significant difference. Note that visually, Trained and Canonical FRatios may
be trending higher than the respective Complementary and Inverted FRatios
(compare the maximum Trained/Canonical values versus the maximum Comple-
mentary/Inverted values. Also, twice as many Trained-vs-Complementary data
points are above the unity line than vice versa). However, the number of total
cells (18) may be too small to be conclusive.
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sponse across all stimuli of their respective protocol and cell. Numbers indicate the
number of comparisons above and below the unity line. For the firing rate graphs,
only numbers of mean response comparisons are shown for simplicity.
PassUnmorph and PassMorph exhibit a fairly tight linear relationship, with Pass-
Morph trending higher than PassUnmorph (paired ttest, p=9.12e-32). By compari-
son, PassUnmorph and ActUnmorph have a looser relationship. There appears to be
two populations of cells, with some exhibiting a tight, fairly equal relationship while
in others, ActUnmorph responses are significantly larger than PassUnmorph with an
almost multiplicative gain. ActUnmorph and ActMorph have the tightest linear rela-
tionship and are not significantly different. PassMorph and ActMorph (even though
there are only six cells, far less than other relationships) exhibit a similar multimodal
relationship as PassUnmorph vs ActUnmorph, with most cells exibiting a tight, equal
relationship and one outlier cell showing a large increase in ActUnmorph responses.
Before trying to draw conclusions from the trend above, it is worth noting again
that there are too few cells to draw lasting conclusions and this data is preliminary.
The above results can be recast as the following: PassUnmorph responses are fairly
close to (but slightly smaller than) PassMorph responses. ActUnmorph and Act-
Morph responses (which are from the same protocol) can be broken into roughly two
categories, with some being equal to PassUnmorph and PassMorph responses, and
some being markedly greater. This difference could indicate a passive versus active
signal modifying the response in some cells.
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Figure 2.8c also shows firing rate, but only amongst (and color coded by) the six
cells of the Task-Match protocols. The same trends from above apply, but with a more
focus on a small subset. The tight relationship between PassUnmorph and PassMorph
as well as the tight relationship between ActiveUnmorph and ActiveMorph still is
apparent. Relationships between Active and Passive firing rates also exhibit linear
relationships, except for one outlier cell in which Active responses seem to far outpace
Passive responses.
Figure 2.8d and 2.8e show one-way ANOVA F and sparseness comparisons be-
tween groups. It is worth noting that both of these metrics are unaffected by possible
gain changes in firing rate that was observed above. Sparseness in particular is not
affected by definition. ANOVA is unaffected as long as the mean squared error is mul-
tiplied by the same weight as non-error mean squared error. Across all comparisons
of these metrics, all are not significant, and visual inspection of the graphs do not re-
veal anything striking with the lone exception being the one-way ANOVA comparison
of ActUnmorph to ActMorph. Here, ActUnmorph responses show a striking linear
relationship with, but also are significantly greater than responses of ActMorph. Act-
Morph and ActUnmorph respectively comprise the stimuli of the first (sample) and
second (match) stimuli of the trials in the Task protocol. Thus, the greater F values
of the ActUnmorph responses can be interpreted as greater F values associated with
the match period over the sample period.
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Figure 2.8: Active-vs-Passive and Morph-vs-Unmorphed Effects
(a) A schematic of the four contexts through which that our stimuli are present,
the protocols that they come from, and the relationships between them that we
show in parts (b-e). In the central diamond shape in the schematic, the upper
node represents Morphed stimuli responses in a passive context and comes from
the Morph Protocol. The left node represents Unmorphed Stimuli responses in a
passive context and comes from the Behavioral Protocol. The right and bottom
nodes, both coming from the Active Task Protocol, represent Morphed and Un-
morphed stimuli responses respectively. The four dotted rectangles represent the
comparison between the two contexts they lie in between. The rectangles are in
the same relative spatial location as the four comparison scatterplots shown in
(b-e). The numbers in each of the rectangles denote the number of cells used for
the comparison. The numbers differ from each other because of the differential
amounts of cells each protocol was shown to. (b) Firing rate comparisons among
the four contexts. Blue dots represent comparisons of individual stimuli, red dots
represent comparisons of mean response across all stimuli of their respective pro-
tocol and cell. Numbers indicate the number of comparisons above and below
the unity line. PassUnmorph and PassMorph exhibit a tight unity relationship
as does ActiveUnmorph and ActiveMorph. When comparing active contexts to
passive contexts, there appears to be two populations of cells, with one (larger)
population exhibiting a tight unity relationship, but another population of cells
exhibiting enhanced responses to the active contexts. c) Also firing rate compar-
isons, but with a focus on the subset of six cells in which all protocols including
”Task-Match” were shown. The individual responses are now color coded by cell.
The same relationships described in (a) apply here. Note that five of the six cells
exhibit unity among passive and active contexts while one outlier cell exhibits a
large increase in the active responses over passive responses. (d,e) Comparisons
of one-way ANOVA F and sparseness respectively. Both metrics are unaffected
by possible gain changes in firing rate as observed above. All the comparisons do
not reveal significant differences with the exception of the one-way ANOVA com-
parison of Active Morph F and Active Unmorph F. Active Unmorph responses
show a linear but significantly greater value than Active Morph. Active Unmorph
is the second of the two stimuli shown in the Task protocol. Thus, the greater F
values of Active Unmorph could be interpreted as greater selectivity the match
period (second stimulus presentation) in a match-to-sample context.
(next page)
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Figure 2.8: Active-vs-Passive and Morph-vs-Unmorphed Effects
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CHAPTER 2. AIM 1
2.3.3.4 Location Effects
We found no trends to note. The two graphs of Figure 2.9a show the locations of
recordings, color coded by recording sessions (three separate sessions: monkey 1 left
hemisphere, monkey 2 right hemisphere, monkey 1 right hemisphere). As described
in Methods, we considered possible relationships between a multitude of metrics with
spatial dimensions. We also considered relationships between all cells as well as
individual monkeys. In all, 168 possible relationships were considered. The graphs
in Figure 2.9b and 2.9c show some example relationships with their correlations.
Displayed are one-way ANOVA and FPeak versus AP and PC1 dimensions. Despite
the small p-values associated with the correlations (around 0.05), visual inspection
shows a very weak trend at best. These were among the best correlations found across
all tested metrics. Thus, we conclude that there is no trend with regards to spatial
location.
Figure 2.9: Location Effects
(a) The locations of recordings, color coded by recording sessions. (b,c) Example
correlations between metrics and spatial location: (b) one-way ANOVA and (c)
FPeak. For both metrics, the graphs depict the relationship between the metric
and the Anterior-Posterior dimension as well as the first spatial principal com-
ponent dimension. These metrics were picked because they exhibited the highest
correlations across all 168 tested metric-location pairs. However, visual inspection
shows a weak trend at best. Thus, we conclude there is no significant trend of
any of the metrics with regards to spatial location.
(next page)
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Figure 2.9: Location Effects
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Whereas the last chapter essentially explored the same question as Baker et. al.
(albeit with new and supplemental areas), this chapter represents new territory. Here
we endeavor to explain neuronal shape tuning that results from learning. Whereas
the last chapter took a top-down approach, viewing learned neuron responses through
the lens of the same stimuli and stimulus parts defined in the experimental design,
this chapter’s approach is bottom-up. We investigate the shape space of each neuron
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independent from and agnostic to learned behavioral shapes from Chapter 2. The
ultimate goal is for insights gleaned from this effort to converge back onto Chapter 2
and explain the learned selectivity that we observe.
To constrain a mathematical model, we need far more data points than the re-
sponse to 32 Behavioral shapes (from Chapter 2). This chapter details the algorithm
used to automatically explore the shape space of neurons and provide us with enough
data needed to model it. We then describe the particular model used and the reasons
for using it. Finally, we detail our attempts to use the model to describe or extend
the results from Chapter 2.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Genetic Algorithm
In previous studies, we have characterized complex shape tuning with linear/nonlinear
models fitted using a genetic search algorithm [56,58–60]. This version of the genetic
algorithm consists of two dimensional letter-like stimuli defined by medial axis topol-
ogy, similar to the Behavioral stimuli.
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3.2.1.1 Genetic Algorithm: Stimulus Generation
Refer to section 2.2.2 (Aim 1 Methods) for an overview of how our stimuli are
generated. In the Behavior and Morphed protocols of Aim 1, the medial axis skeletons
that define each stimulus were defined and repeated for each stimulus generation. For
the genetic algorithm, however, no such regularly defined skeletons are present. The
skeletons themselves are randomly generated (or morphed). A randomly generated
skeleton will start with a single limb precursor set to a random angle and length.
From there, a random boolean decides whether to add another limb or stop the
skeleton generation. An added limb will be added to a randomly picked node from
the skeleton. Conditions of a maximum of six limbs per skeleton and a maximum of
four limbs joined at a single node are enforced. Once the randomly generated skeleton
is finished, a surface contour is generated in the same way as outlined in Aim 1 (with
widths and smoothness also randomly generated). Consistency is checked: if a smooth
and closed surface contour cannot be generated (for example, if limbs are overlapping
or crossing), then the stimulus is discarded and the process is repeated.
Morphed versions of the genetic algorithm stimuli are executed in a similar fashion
to the generation of Morphed (behavioral) stimuli in Aim 1. Starting from the original
skeleton, certain parameters of the stimulus generation are changed, consistency is
checked, and the new surface contour is generated. However certain major differences
apply. First, Morphed GA stimuli can undergo new morph types that were not
allowed in Aim 1 morphing. Limbs can be added or subtracted now. Also, junction
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angles are allowed to change. Another major change regards how multiple morph
dimensions are handled. In Aim 1, all the allowed morphs (regarding limb length,
node width, and smoothness) happened simultaneously to all appropriate elements.
That is, all limbs underwent length changes while all nodes underwent width changes
simultaneously. In a genetic algorithm morph, only one single morph type is selected
and executed from the pool of all possible morph types. The possible morph types
are limb addition, limb subtraction, angle changes, limb lengths, node widths, and
node smoothness. Furthermore, once a morph type is selected, it is then applied to
only a single element. For example, a limb length morph is applied to only a single
limb chosen at random instead of all the limbs (as was done in Aim 1).
3.2.1.2 Genetic Algorithm: Protocol
The first stimulus generation contains only randomly generated two dimensional
stimuli. Evoked responses (averaged across 5 repetitions) were ranked into 10 bins
with equal numbers of stimuli. In the second generation, 10–20% of stimuli were
randomly generated. The rest were morphed descendants of ancestor stimuli from
the first generation, selected randomly in equal numbers from the 10 bins. Thus, a
typical second generation would contain 10 stimuli generated de novo, 4 descendants
of stimuli in the highest response bin, 4 descendants from the second highest bin,
etc. In subsequent generations, ancestor stimuli were pooled across all preceding
generations and re-binned. Figure 3.1a shows an example cell’s response to the genetic
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algorithm. The first and second generation show modest evoked responses while in
the last generation, the best stimuli evoke relatively high responses.
A drawback of this approach is the large number of free parameters required to
quantify complex shape and the consequent dangers of overfitting and instability.
We address this by employing two separate lineages in the genetic algorithm. Each
lineage is independent of the other. Stimuli selected for morphs always stayed within
each lineage with no “contamination” between the two. Each generation contained 40
stimuli per lineage, for a total of 80 stimuli. Figure 3.1b shows the final generation of
the two lineages of an example cell. Note that both lineages independently converged
on a similar shape, demonstrating the efficacy of this method.
Figure 3.1: Aim 2 Methods: Genetic Algorithm
a) Example response profiles of the genetic algorithm for one example cell. The
red background indicates relative evoked responses. The first generation con-
tains only randomly generated stimuli and evokes only modest or low responses.
The second generation involves a mix of new stimuli and morphed stimuli from
randomly selected parents from the first generation. This also produces modest
evoked responses. By the last generation (for this cell, generation 10), however,
the top evoked firing rates are much higher as the algorithm converges on areas
of the shape space that drives the cell. b) Separate lineages of the genetic algo-
rithm. The genetic algorithm is executed with two separate lineages in parallel
and simultaneously. Each lineage generates and morphs its own stimuli with no
cross talk between them. This is done to avoid convergence on local minima. For
this example cell, note that the top stimuli of both lineages have converged to the
same general shape characteristics, demonstrating the efficacy of this method.
(next page)
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Figure 3.1: Aim 2 Methods: Genetic Algorithm
Second Generation Last GenerationFirst Generationirst eneration econd eneration Last eneration
a
Lineage 1 (Last Gen) Lineage 2 (Last Gen)
b
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3.2.2 Description of the Medial Axis Model
The purpose of the genetic algorithm is to provide the data needed to mathe-
matically describe a cells’ shape space. Following is a description of our efforts to
construct such a model.
3.2.2.1 Medial Axis Elements
We attempt to explain neuron behavior by constructing a model describing neural
response to the medial axis elements of the shown stimuli. The model is henceforth
referred to as the Medial Axis Model. Medial axis representation has been utilized
in object recognition in the realms of theory [61–63] and computer vision [64–66]. In
the ventral pathway, previous evidence shows that IT neurons represent medial axis
structures (along with surface shape) in a parts-based manner [60].
We considered three medial axis elements in our analysis: terminators, junctions,
and limbs. Figure 3.2a shows an example stimulus with each of the three types high-
lighted. Limbs are the single “lines” comprising the skeleton of each letter. Termina-
tors are the terminating endpoint of a single limb. Junctions are the joints conjoining
two limbs. These medial axis elements directly follow from the way the stimuli are
generated (see section 2.2.2 Stimulus Generation). All the green highlights across
Figure 3.2 are conceptual. They were never displayed as part of the actual stimulus.
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Figure 3.2: Aim2 Methods: Medial Axis Elements and Template
a) Examples of the three medial axis types considered in the Medial Axis Model.
All three graphs are of the same example stimulus. Terminators, Junctions, and
Limbs respectively are highlighted. Limbs are the single “lines” comprising the
skeleton of each letter. Terminators are the terminating endpoint of a single limb.
Junctions are the joints conjoining two limbs. All the green highlights throughout
the figure are conceptual. They were never part of the actual stimulus displayed
to the monkey. b) Examples of templates. Any template is a nonzero set of
medial axis elements that come from a single parent stimulus. The same stimulus
from (a) is shown along with two templates drawn from it. The first graph shows
a template which contains all medial axis elements from the parent stimulus. The
second graph shows a template that contains an arbitrary subset of medial axis
elements from the parent stimulus. Regardless of how many elements comprise
the template, the template stands apart conceptually from the parent stimuli. c)
Examples of comparisons between template and stimuli, called ”capture”. The
exhaustive template from (b) is compared to two stimuli. Each element from
the template is matched to an element to the comparison stimulus. The exact
pairing of elements result from an exhaustive combinatorial search pairing the
same-type elements of the template and stimulus. Each element pair is then
compared by a gaussian kernel over dimensions specific to each element type. See
Table 3.1 for a summary of the comparison dimensions of each element type. The
resulting “individual capture” values are visualized here. The comparison stimuli
were segmented into regions corresponding to each medial axis element. The
elements on the comparison stimuli that were captured are highlighted according
to the individual capture value which range from 0 to 1 (with increasing degree of
similarity) and is mapped onto a black-to-green color scale. The overall ”capture
value” is obtained by averaging the individual captures. Finally, the capture
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Figure 3.2: Aim2 Methods: Medial Axis Elements and Template
Terminators Junctions Limbs
a Medial Axis Components
b Example Templates
Exhaustive Subset
c Example Model Capture
Template & Stimuli Model Capture
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3.2.2.2 Medial Axis Templates
Each stimulus can be defined by the set of medial axis elements that comprise it.
The first graph of Figure 3.2b shows an example stimulus and all of its medial axis
elements. We now define the concept of a medial axis template. A template is any
nonzero set of medial axis elements. Our Medial Axis Model, described ahead, uses
templates to compare with other stimuli (specifically, their medial axis components).
In this methodology, all medial axis elements that comprise a template come from one
single parent stimulus. But the template itself stands apart conceptually from the
parent stimulus (i.e. the template can be compared with the parent stimulus it came
from. All the compared medial axis components will be a “perfect fit” because they
are identical. But conceptually there is no difference between comparing template
and parent stimulus versus comparing template and any other stimuli). Revisiting the
first graph of Figure 3.2b, displayed is one example template overlaid over an example
stimulus. The medial axis elements that comprise the template are all drawn from
the stimulus in the graph, and furthermore this particular template is the exhaustive
set of all the medial axis components of the parent stimulus. The second graph in
Figure 3.2b shows another template defined from the same parent stimulus. This
time, the medial axis components are not exhaustive, but rather a subset of the set
of medial axis components that comprise the parent stimulus.
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3.2.2.3 Comparison of Medial Axis Elements
The templates described in the previous section are defined for the purpose of
comparison to other stimuli to predict neural firing rates. Following is a description
of our mathematical model used to make comparisons. First, a similarity index is
used to compare any two single medial axis components. The index results from using
a multi-dimensional gaussian kernel, varying over several dimensions. The dimensions
are closely related to the generation of stimuli.
To compare medial axis elements in our similarity index, we use the direct param-
eters or values in the stimulus generation procedure (see section 2.2.2 Stimulus Gen-
eration). For example, location values of the skeleton precursors to limbs, junctions
and terminators are considered equal to the location values of the final corresponding
medial axis elements. Only medial axis elements of the same type are compared (i.e.
terminators-to-terminators but not terminators-to-limbs are compared). The dimen-
sions of the kernel vary across different medial axis type and are summarized in Table
3.1.
For terminators, there are four dimensions: two location dimensions (x and y),
one of width (taken directly from the generation procedure), and one of orientation.
Width is taken directly from the node width from the generation procedure. Two
different types of locations were considered. One was absolute location, which was
taken directly from node locations from the generation procedure. Another location
type considered was relative location in which the absolute locations (x and y) were
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normalized to a range of 0 to 1 corresponding to its relative position within a concep-
tual box containing the stimulus. This absolute versus relative location type applied
to all elements (terminators, junctions, and limbs). All templates were defined as
either absolute or relative. That is, all elements in a template had their locations
defined the same way. Orientation of a terminator was defined using the appropriate
skeleton-limb orientation from the generation procedure. However, while skeleton-
limb orientation is of range [-90, 90), terminator orientation was adapted to be in
range [-180,180). Comparisons between two terminators involve taking the difference
between values of the corresponding dimensions. Since all these values are scalar, this
is a straightforward step.
Junctions have the same dimensions as terminators, but the “angle” dimension is
treated differently with respect to other medial axis types. “Angle” for a particular
junction refers to the angles of the limbs radiating from that element. Since junc-
tions, by definition, have multiple limbs radiating from them, this value is non-scalar.
Defining the “order” of a junction to be the number of limbs radiating from them,
the “angle” of a two-order-junction has two values, while a four-order-junction would
have four values in “angle” (The maximum order of junctions was set at four). Two
junctions to be compared may be of different orders. A combinatorial search for the
best possible set of one-to-one orientation matches was executed. For example, in a
comparison between two three-order junctions with angles at [0, 45, 180] and [50, 5,
200] respectively, angle comparison pairs of [0, 5], [45, 50], and [180, 200] would be
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formed. In a comparison between a two-order and four order junction with angles [0,
90] and [45, 100, 200, 350], angle comparison pairs of [0, 350] and [90, 100] would be
formed. Once the comparison pairs are formed, we take the difference between them
to form a difference vector (in the examples above, difference vectors of [5, 5, 20]
and [-10 10] respectively would be formed). We then characterize the difference vec-
tors by its mean and sample standard deviation (In the above examples, the [mean,
std] parameters would be [10, 8.66] and [0 14.1] respectively). The mean of the dif-
ference vector indicates a “global orientation difference” and can be interpreted as
“The minimum global rotation angle that could be applied to one junction – without
changing individual limb angles within the junction – that results in the best match
to another junction, where ‘best match’ means the smallest mean squared error of the
resulting difference vector”. The sample standard deviation of the difference vector
indicates the aforementioned mean squared error after a global rotation is applied.
Since Junction orientation comparisons supply two comparison parameters (mean and
standard deviation), Junction comparisons ultimately have five dimensions (whereas
terminators have four).
For limbs there are five dimensions: two location dimensions (defined as the av-
erage of the locations of the two corresponding endpoint nodes from the generation
procedure), one of width (also the average of the node values), one of angle (taken
directly from the corresponding skeleton-limb in the generation procedure), and one
of length. Unlike terminators and junctions in which angle is of range [0 360], limb
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angles are of range [0 180]. All the values are scalar and so comparison of two limbs
are straightforward.
Table 3.1: The Considered Dimensions of Each Medial Axis Element
Dimensions Notes
Terminators
 Location (x)  All locations (all element types) could be absolute
or relative. Each Medial Axis Model consisted of
elements defined entirely absolute or entirely relative.
 Location (y)
 Width
 Orientation  Term and Junc Orientation range: [-180, 180]
Junctions
 Location (x)  Two parameters capture the ”difference” between
two Orientation vectors: ”Global Orientation” and
”Individual Deviation” difference. Two junctions of





 Location (x)  Width and Location values are calculated as the




 Orientation  Limb Orientation range: [-90, 90]
 Length
3.2.2.4 Predicted Firing Rate: Model Capture and Sigmoid
Function
Each pair of medial axis elements to be compared are passed through a gaussian
kernel with the comparison dimensions defined above. The resulting values are “in-
dividual capture” values which range from 0 to 1 (with 1 signaling a pair of medial
axis elements that are identical).
A set of individual capture values (resulting from comparisons of multiple pairs
of elements) are averaged to obtain the “general capture” value (simply referred to
as “capture” from now on), which again ranges from 0 to 1.
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where each i iterates through the pairs of medial axis elements (one from the template,
one from the stimulus) to be compared, and d iterates through the dimensions of
comparison of each pair.
Capture values are generated by comparing a template to a comparator stimulus.
The template and stimulus together provide two sets of medial-axis elements to be
compared. One-to-one pairs of individual medial axis elements (one from template,
one from stimulus) have to be formed, but it is unknown a priori the optimal mapping
from one set to the other. Therefore, a combinatorial sweep of all possible pairing of
elements (of matching element type). For example, if the template set had 3 limbs
and the comparator set had 2 limbs, then there were 3-choose-2 possible sets of limb
comparisons that could be made. The same goes for terminators and junctions and
the total number of element mappings possible would be ( # of terminator pairings)
* (# of junction pairings) * (# of limb pairings). Capture values of all possible
mappings were ascertained, the maximum was ascertained, and the mapping that
resulted in that maximum capture value was saved.
To recap, a Medial Axis Model defined by a single template composed of medial
axis elements, which can belong to one of three types: Terminators, Junctions, and
Limbs. The template can then be compared to any stimulus, generating a capture
value associated with that stimulus. As a final step, The Medial Axis Model then
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transforms the capture values via a sigmoid function to generate the final predicted
firing rate of that stimulus.
Figure 3.2c visualizes example similarity captures. The exhaustive template from
Figure 3.2b is compared to two stimuli (graphs on the left) and the resulting element-
by-element captures are visualized by the graphs on the right with the green scale
displaying increasing levels of element capture. Each element highlight corresponds
to one gaussian kernel value which ranges from 0 to 1 (colored from black to green
respectively).
3.2.3 Constraining the Medial Axis Model
3.2.3.1 Free Parameters and Model Initialization
The free parameters of this model are the sigma terms of the gaussian kernels
(one for each of the comparison dimensions) and those of the sigmoid function (four
parameters: upper and lower plateau, inflection point, and first derivative at the
inflection point). To generate models, a set of “baseline” sigmas are established.
Each baseline sigma was set at roughly one quarter of the range of the corresponding
dimension. For example, the baseline sigma of the terminator orientation dimension
was set at 90 degrees which is one quarter of the 360 range of orientation. This allows
any template to generate a set of (initial) capture values upon comparison with all
the recorded stimuli (of that particular cell). To generate a set of (initial) predicted
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firing rates, the free parameters of the sigmoid function are determined by using least
squares regression to fit the set of initial capture values to the set of recorded firing
rates.
3.2.3.2 Template Search Methodology
To find the best template that best explains neural behavior, we perform a search
for candidate templates from a pool of high-response stimuli (Figure 3.3). Specifically,
5 to 10 stimuli from each GA lineage and 5 to 10 of the top Behavioral stimuli were
selected to seed templates. From this pool, an exhaustive set of all possible templates
were extracted. Templates ranged from single-element to the entire parent stimulus
from which they came. The resulting set of templates number up to roughly 40,000.
From this initial set of templates, we calculated the predicted firing rate as described
above. Correlations between predicted and actual firing rates were calculated, and the
top 1000 templates were selected for further analysis. A least squares fit was executed
to optimize the standard deviations of the similarity equation. The sigmoidal function
was also re-fitted and new predicted firing rates and correlations were assessed. The
top 10 templates of each of the seven element types (see section 3.2.4.2.2 Element
Importance) were then saved, for 70 total final templates.
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Figure 3.3: Aim 2 Methods: Template Search
5 to 10 stimuli from each GA lineage and 5 to 10 of the top Behavioral stimuli
were selected to provide candidate templates. From this pool, an exhaustive set of
all possible templates, ranging from single elements to entire parent stimuli, were
extracted. The number of initial templates could number up to 40,000. From this
initial set of templates, we calculated the predicted firing rate across all shown
stimuli using baseline standard deviation values (similarity index) and sigmoid
function. Correlations between predicted and actual firing rates were assessed and
the top 1000 templates were selected for further analysis. In the figure, an example
of 3 initial templates are displayed, with only the first template exhibiting a high
enough correlation to warrant further study (dotted black line). A scatterplot of
the initial observed versus predicted firing rates is shown on the bottom left. All
selected templates are then optimized. The free parameters (standard deviations
and sigmoid parameters) are fitted by least squares regression to obtain the final
model. The scatterplot of the fitted model is shown on the bottom right. The top
10 templates of each of the seven element types (see Element Importance) were
then saved, for 70 total final templates.
(next page)
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Figure 3.3: Aim 2 Methods: Template Search
Extract initial templates
-  Top 5-10 GA stimuli from each lineage
-  Top 5-10 Behavioral stimuli
-  Up to 40,000 initial templates
Example Initial Templates
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-  Identify top 1000 templates
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3.2.4 Exploring Learned Effects
3.2.4.1 Learning Threshold
Because we did not record the full set of protocols for all the cells (see Table
2.1), we could not directly observe a learning signal from all the cells. The direct
learning signal would have been to compare 2-way F values (specifically bottom and
interaction) between Canonical and Inverted stimuli. But nevertheless, we tried to
use the limited information we had to make a best guess at the learned signal of the
incomplete cells.
The signal we have from all the cells is one-way F values across the 8 Trained
stimuli. Figure 3.4a displays one-way Trained F values versus the sum of two way
Canonical F values of Bottom and Interaction (henceforth referred to as “FOne−Way”
and “FBIsum” respectively). Blue data points represent full-protocol cells, while red
data points are non-full-protocol cells in which FBIsum was not observed. First we
note that amongst the observed blue data points, FOne−Way is significantly correlated
with the canonical FBIsum (r
2 = 0.51, p = 5.9e-10). By comparison, the FOne−Way
versus inverted FBIsum (not shown) are almost completely independent.
We use this as justification for using FOne−Way as an estimator of canonical FBIsum.
The red data points in Figure 3.4b show data for non-full-protocol cells. The FOne−Way
values are as recorded, but the canonical FBIsum values are predicted based on the ob-
served relationship across full-protocol cells. Furthermore, we can define two thresh-
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old lines for the two F variables respectively which breaks the Figure 3.4a graph
into quadrants. Of note is that the lower right quadrant is empty. This means that
none of the recorded full-protocol cells with FOne−Way values higher than 7.5 had any
FBIsum values less than 3.5. The significance of this relationship is apparent when
considering Figure 3.4b. Here, inverted versus canonical FBIsum is plotted, which is
the direct learning signal that we are interested in. Also plotted are the equality line
and the same threshold of 3.5 for the canonical values. Of note, for the 43 cells in
which canonical FBIsum is greater than the 7.5 threshold, all but two cells exhibited
the learning signal of canonical FBIsum ¿ inverted FBIsum. Thus, we conclude that
1) cells with a FOne−Way greater than 7.5, canonical FBIsum is greater than 3.5; and
in turn, 2) this furthermore implies that canonical FBIsum ¿ inverted FBIsum, which
is the learning signal. Therefore, we can use the FOne−Way threshold of 7.5 as a
proxy threshold to separate learned versus unlearned cells. Using this threshold, we
separated our population of recorded cells into 65 learned and 63 unlearned cells.
3.2.4.2 Metrics For Testing Learned Effect
We used the Learning Threshold described above to categorize cells as Learned
or Unlearned. We then tested for a learned effect across the groups by ascertaining
three metrics: Model Performance, Element Importance, and Spatial Contribution.
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Full Protocol cells
Figure 3.4: Here we establish a ”learning threshold” by which we can character-
ize all recorded cells as ”learned” or ”unlearned”. This includes cells that were not
Full Protocol cells, meaning that comparisons between Canonical and Inverted
responses could not be made directly. In (a), we compare Trained FOne−Way (see
Aim 1-part 2), versus Canonical FBIsum (see Aim 1-Part 1). Full-Protocol cells
are represented in blue data points, and there exists a significant correlation be-
tween the two variables. This is used as justification to be able to estimate the
remaining two-way ANOVA data among the non-Full Protocol cells via linear
regression. The estimated data is represented by the red data points. The dot-
ted lines represent two thresholds, one for each variable. The thresholds break
up the space into quadrants. Numbers corresponding to each quadrant indicate
how many cells (Full Protocol or non-Full Protocol) are fall in each quadrant. Of
note is that the lower right quadrant is empty, meaning that none of the recorded
Full-Protocol cells with Trained FOne−Way values higher than 7.5 had any Canon-
ical FBIsum less than 3.5. The significance of this relationship is apparent in (b),
where Canonical versus Inverted FBIsum is plotted. Only Full Protocol cells are
plotted here. The two dotted lines are the equality line, and the same 3.5 thresh-
old from (a). Of note, for the 43 cells above the 3.5 threshold line, all but two
cells are above the equality line. Thus, we conclude that cells displaying high
Trained FOne−Way values are very likely to have Canonical FBIsum values over
3.5, which in turn strongly indicate greater Canonical FBIsum value over Inverted
FBIsum value. Therefore, we define the Trained FOne−Way threshold of 7.5 as the
”learning threshold”. We categorize the 65 cells that exhibited values higher than
7.5 to be Learned cells. The other 63 cells are considered Unlearned cells.
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3.2.4.2.1 Model Performance
Model Performance is straightforward. It is simply the correlation of observed-
versus-predicted firing rates of genetic algorithm stimuli. The predicted firing rates
come from the best Medial Axis Model of that cell. Typically this best model had a
template that consisted of all element types (see next section: Element Importance).
3.2.4.2.2 ElementImportance
For each cell, we ascertained the relative importance of each element type (termi-
nators, junctions, and limbs) with respect to model performance. A high importance
of an element type meant that inclusion of that element type was crucial to model
success. All medial-axis models belonged to one of seven types: 1) All element types,
2) No Terminators, 3) No Junctions, 4) No Limbs, 5) Only Terminators, 6) Only
Junctions, or 7) Only Limbs. From these seven types, model performance associated
with each type is ascertained by taking the mean correlation (r, not r2) across the
10 top performing models of that type. In the Template Search Methodology, it is
stated that 70 final medial axis template models are saved: 10 each of seven element
types. Finally, element importance is ascertained by taking the difference between
all-element performance (that is, mean correlation across the 10 top performers) and
performance of the appropriate other type of model. For example, Terminator im-
portance is ascertained by subtracting No-Terminator performance from All-Element
performance. We could also ascertain double-element importance. For example, Junc-
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tion+Limb Importance is ascertained by subtracting Only-Terminator performance
from All-Element performance. It should be noted that All-Element Performance was
consistently greater than all other element-type performance, and so Element Impor-
tance values across cells and type were always positive (with very rare exceptions).
Figure 3.5a shows some example model types of one cell. For illustrative pur-
poses, only types 1-4 are shown. Each data point in the four graphs compares the
observed firing rate of a GA stimulus, with the average predicted firing rate of that
element type. That is, the average predicted firing rate across the 10 top templates of
the element type in consideration. The resulting correlation (performance) between
observation and prediction is shown. Also each graph has an inset, which shows an
example of one (out of 10) of the models of that particular element type.
Figure 3.5b shows the model performance of all seven element types for this ex-
ample cell. Note that All-Element performance is the highest, while two-element
models outperformed one-Element models. From these performance values, six Ele-
ment Importance values for this example cell can be obtained by subtracting out of
All-Element-performance the rest of the six performances. Figure 3.5c shows the re-
sulting Element Importance values when this is executed across the population of cells.
Single-Element importance (terminators, junctions, and limbs) are, not surprisingly,
smaller than Double-Element Importance (Junc+Limb, Term+Limb, Term+Junc).
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Figure 3.5: Aim 2 Methods: Element Importance
Towards constructing the Element Importance metric: the importance of each
medial axis element type to the performance of Medial Axis Models is ascer-
tained across cells. a) Four out of seven (see Methods) model element types
are shown: All Elements, Only Terminators, Only Junctions, and Only Limbs.
The data points in each graph show predicted versus actual firing rate, where
the predicted firing rate is the average of the top 10 performing models of that
element type. In the insets of each graph, the template of the top perform-
ing model is displayed (only one out of the 10 templates are displayed). The
metric made use of correlation (r, not r2) and so that is displayed as well. b)
The correlations across all model types for this example cell are displayed. Note
that All-Element performance is the highest. Also, two-element models outper-
formed one-element models. The final Element Importance metrics are obtained
by subtracting out the six non-All Element performance from the All Element
performance. c) The resulting Element Importance values across the population
of cells. Single-Element importance values (obtained by subtracting All Element
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Figure 3.5: Aim 2 Methods: Element Importance
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CHAPTER 3. AIM 2
3.2.4.2.3 Spatial Contribution
We sought to break down Model Performance into separate spatial components.
Since our experimental design involves top and bottom parts comprising Behavioral
stimuli, we ask whether the learned model template captures of stimuli exhibit any
sort of top versus bottom trendi. To do this, we focus on the model performance over
Behavioral responses, referred to as Behavioral Model Performance. We ascertain
Spatial Contribution in a similar way to Element Importance. We start with the
original Behavioral Model Performance and subtract out “dropped” Behavioral Model
Performances where we drop contributions from either tops or bottoms.
Specifically, we start with the top 10 templates (utilizing all element types) that
comprise the original Behavioral Model Performance. As described in the Medial
Axis Template Section, any given template generates a predicted firing rate for any
particular stimulus by 1) generating a set of individual capture values (this involves a
subset of the medial axis elements of the stimulus), 2) averaging the set of individual
capture values to obtain the general capture value, and finally 3) transforming the
result through a sigmoid function. In Figure 3.6a, capture sets from some Behavioral
Stimuli are shown. Note that the individual captured elements span top and bottom
elements of each of the stimuli in this example.
In order to ascertain the importance of a spatial side (i.e. top elements) to the
Behavioral Performance, first note that every element in a Behavioral stimulus can
be categorized as a “top” or “bottom” element because each stimulus by definition is
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fully described by one top and one bottom part. For this analysis, we introduce an
extra “drop” step after the individual capture step (1). We remove from consideration
individual capture values from which the corresponding elements belong to one of the
two spatial sides (top or bottom). Figure 3.6b shows examples of dropped bottom
and top captures respectively. Each panel in Figure 3.6b are dropped versions of the
corresponding panels in Figure 3.6a. Figure 3.6c is the same, but for Bottom-only
capture.
After dropping one spatial side, the new sets of capture values are summed and
inputted through a sigmoid function (as they were before for the original model pro-
cedure) to generate predicted firing rates. The parameters of the sigmoid function
are refitted by least-squares regression to correctly map the range of the new capture
values onto the range of observed firing rate (and refit the nonlinearities of a sigmoid
function). The scatterplot in Figure 3.6d shows the observed versus predicted fir-
ing rates for original, top-only, and bottom-only Behavioral Models. Note that for
this particular cell, top-only predicted firing rates roughly mimics original-capture
predicted firing rates. However bottom-only capture fails to predict firing rate with
any accuracy. The observed-vs-predicted correlations shown in the graph reflects this
effect. Two metrics result: SpatialTop and SpatialBot. Each metric is defined by the
difference between the original observed-vs-predicted correlation and the correspond-
ing dropped-side correlation. The bar graph in Figure 3.6d shows the population
distribution of these metrics, with the red lines highlighting the example in the above
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panels. Collectively these two metrics are referred to as General Spatial Contribution.
General Spatial Contribution in the end was not very informative.
Extending this analysis further, we also calculated individual Spatial Contribution
metrics for Canonical and Inverted stimuli. Instead of starting with the observed-vs-
predicted correlation across all stimuli, we would only consider the correlation over
Canonical or Inverted stimuli. Dropped capture values and subtraction of dropped-
side correlation was executed the same as before. What results are four metrics:
SpatialTop,Can, SpatialBot,Can, SpatialTop,Inv, SpatialBot,Inv. Figure 3.6e shows the
population distribution of these metrics, with the red lines highlighted the example
in the above panels. Collectively these metrics constitute the final “Spatial Contribu-
tion”. These metrics in combination with the Learning Threshold ultimately extend
our results from Aim 1.
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Figure 3.6: Aim 2 Methods: Spatial Contribution
Towards constructing the Spatial Contribution metric: a measure of the im-
portance of top versus bottom captured elements towards the overall model per-
formance. a) Displayed are a subset of Canonical and Inverted stimuli, each
with highlighted individual captured elements following comparison to an exam-
ple template. (b,c) Displayed is the same template capturing the same subset
of stimuli, but with one spatial side (top or bottom) ”dropped”. Individual cap-
tures of elements belonging to either the top (c) or bottom (b) side are set to zero.
What remains are the individual captures belonging to the other side. Note that
for this template, more top elements seem to be captured instead of bottom ele-
ments. It would seem reasonable to predict, then, that this template carries more
information in top elements. To quantify this, predicted firing rates for all three
contexts (both sides, top-only, and bottom-only) are obtained. The predicted
firing rate for both-sides is simply the original model’s firing rate. The predicted
firing rates for top- and bottom-only are obtained by refitting the sigmoid func-
tion parameters to match the new set of capture values with the observed firing
rate. The results are plotted in the scatterplot in (d), along with their corre-
lations. As expected, the bottom-only context performs the worst out of the
three. Top-only and bottom-only correlations are then subtracted from original
(both-sides) correlation to obtain two metrics: SpatialTop and SpatialBot. The
bar graph displays the population (all cells) of SpatialTop and SpatialBot metrics,
with the red dotted lines indicating the individual values for the example cell.
These two metrics collectively constitute General Spatial Contribution. However,
this would not prove very informative in the end. For (e), we repeat the proce-
dure, but with separate and individual consideration for Canonical stimuli only
and Inverted stimuli only. The scatterplot in (e) plots data only over the 16
Canonical stimuli and not all 32 stimuli. The scatterplots in (d) and (e) may
look similar, but close inspection shows ”extra” data points in (d) versus (e).
New contribution metrics are calculated the same way as described for (d). A
scatterplot for Inverted Stimuli Only is not shown. The bar graph in (e) shows
the four metrics: SpatialTop,Can, SpatialBot,Can, SpatialTop,Inv, and SpatialBot,Inv,
which collectively constitute the final “Spatial Contribution”. These metrics in
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Figure 3.6: Aim 2 Methods: Spatial Contribution
Canonical, Bottom Only Capture Inverted, Bottom Only Capture
c
Canonical, Top Only Capture Inverted, Top Only Capture
b
Canonical, All Capture Inverted, All Capture
a
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All Capture,    r = 0.74
Top Only,       r = 0.69
































All Capture,   r = 0.72
Top Only,       r = 0.56
Bottom Only,  r = 0.00
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Genetic Algorithm
Table 3.2 displays genetic algorithm (GA) duration data that was executed over
128 recorded cells. At least 5 generations were executed from 107 cells, which was the
minimum criteria for future study. In general, 10 generations was the goal, and 57
cells were successfully recorded with at least 10 generations. Over all cells, a median
of 9 and maximum of 23 generations were recorded.
Figure 3.7 shows how the GA successfully explores the shape space of each cell.
Compared is the first and last generations of each cell’s GA. Both the maximum firing
rate and the range of evoked responses increase dramatically from the start to the
end of the GA.
Figure 3.8 show stimulus responses from two example cells. Both GA to Behavioral
responses are shown. The first cell was highly selective for the “upside-down T” shape,
and the GA recovered this shape well. The second cell was selective for inverted shapes
(though less selective than the first example cell was amongst Canonical shapes) and
once again, the GA recovers the “upside-down h” shapes well. Once again, it should be
noted that the GA was completely agnostic to the behavioral shapes. They converged
on behavior-like shapes completely on their own.
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Table 3.2: A Breakdown of Successfully Recorded Genetic Algorithm Genera-
tions by Cell
Both Monkeys Monkey 1 Monkey 2
All Recorded Cells 128 87 41
< 5 Generations 21 14 7
≥ 5 Generations 107 73 34










































Figure 3.7: A demonstration of the genetic algorithm working as expected.
Shown is a comparison of the first to the last generation data for all recorded
cells. Both the maximum firing rate and the range of evoked responses clearly
increase from the start to the end of the GA. Both the maximum firing rate and
range of evoked responses increase dramatically (paired t-test, p < 1e-22 for both
variables) from the start to the end of the GA.
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Figure 3.8: Examples of stimuli responses of two cells. Both GA (upper panels)
and Behavioral (lower panels) stimuli responses are shown. One cell was selective
for Canonical shapes, while the other is selective for Inverted shapes. In both
cases, the genetic algorithm successfully converged on the general characteristics
of both. The genetic algorithm was completely agnostic to the Behavioral shapes;
convergence happens completely independently.
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3.3.2 Example Model Fits
Figure 3.9 shows two examples of model fits. Shown are the medial axis tem-
plate along with the parent stimulus that seeded the template, the observed-versus-
predicted scatterplot with both GA and behavioral data, and the model capture of
relevant behavior and GA. For each example, the Medial Axis Model performs fairly
well, as shown by the observed-vs-predicted correlations.
Clearly though, there is room for improvement. For example, these particular
models exhibit a high amount of low-prediction/high-observed firing rates, which is
not an uncommon problem among top performing models across the cells. In both
examples, there are a healthy portion of stimuli that evoked high or modest firing
rates, but the model predicts near zero response. This shows that there is information
not captured by the model. For a discussion on potentially better versions of the
Medial Axis Model, see section 4.2.1 NewGA and Template Model.
Figure 3.9: Example Model Fits
Examples of the model fits of two cells (different cells than Figure 19). Shown
in the upper left panel for both cells are medial axis template along with the
parent stimuli from which the template was drawn. In the upper right panels
are the observed-versus-predicted comparison of stimuli responses. Both GA and
Behavioral data are shown. In each example the Medial Axis Model performs
fairly well, but room for improvement is absolutely present. In the lower panels,
examples of behavioral and GA stimuli are shown, along with the individual
capture highlights. In each stimulus panel, the left and right red backgrounds
signify observed and predicted firing rates respectively.
(next page)
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3.3.3 Learned Effects
We used the Learning Threshold to separate cells into “learned” and “unlearned”
categories. Between these two categories, we made comparisons using three metrics:
Model Performance, Element Importance, and Spatial Contribution (see Methods,
3.2.4.2). Shown in Figure 3.10 are comparisons of all the above values. Mean and
standard error are shown along with sorted individual values which are color coded:
Unlearned values in red and Learned in blue. Also displayed are the p-values resulting
from an unpaired t-test comparing and Learned and Unlearned values.
None of the Metrics showed a clear, definitive effect. Model Performance (Figure
3.10a) had a p-value of 0.974. Amongst Element Importance (Figure 3.10b), some
variables (Junction, Junction-Limb, Terminator-Junction) had a p-value less than
0.05 (0.0242, 9.33e-3, and 4.13e-3 respectively). However, visual inspection of the
individual data points reveals that this effect is primarily due to a few Learned cells
with large Importance values, as opposed to an actual trend across the data.
Overall, Spatial Contribution (Figure 3.10c) exhibits the best learning effect of the
metrics that we test, albeit still weak. Shown in both General Spatial Contribution as
well as Spatial Contribution. As with Model Performance and Element Importance,
inspection of the individual data points belie weak trends rather than a striking
difference between Learned and Unlearned population. Nevertheless, unlike Element
Importance, the trend does not appear to be confined to only a handful of cells at
the extremes; the trends seem real even if weak, so it is worth further discussion.
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Among General Spatial Contribution, top contribution p-value is 0.242. The bot-
tom contribution p-value is 1.05e-04. This fits with the Aim1 ANOVA results which
showed learning effects for bottom part selectivity, but not top part selectivity. For
Spatial Contribution, which divides further by Canonical and Inverted Behavioral
responses (see Methods, 3.2.4.2.3), Canonical-Top, Canonical-Bottom, and Inverted-
Bottom exhibited “significant” p-values of 4.03e-3, 1.44e-07, and 3.93e-2 respectively.
Inverted-Top exhibited a “non-significant” p-value of 0.313. Of note, in all of the
effects reported so far (Model Performance, Element Importance), the mean learned
value was always greater than the unlearned value. Here however, both Inverted-
Top (not-significant) and Inverted-Bottom (significant) Spatial Contribution exhib-
ited lower learned mean.
Figure 3.10: Learned Effects Over Various Metrics
Comparisons of Learned (blue) versus Unlearned (red) cells along three met-
rics: Model Performance, Element Importance, and Spatial Contribution. In all
panels, unpaired t-tests comparing Learned and Unlearned values are conducted,
and the p-values are displayed. a) For Model Performance, no learning effect is
apparent. b) for Element Importance, while some variables show a ”significant”
effect with p < 0.05, visual inspection reveals an unconvincing effect. Any ef-
fect seems to be confined to a few outlier cells. Overall, we conclude that there
is no learning effect over the Element Importance metrics. c) Two versions are
displayed (see Methods) separated by different background panel color: General
Spatial Contribution and Spatial Contribution. General Spatial Contribution as-
certains top and bottom contributions separately. Spatial Contribution makes
a further separation of contributions over Canonical versus Inverted Behavioral
responses. These metrics seem to exhibit learning effects, albeit weak. Unlike
Element Importance, Spatial Contribution trends do not appear confined to a
few outlier cells, but rather, seem to reflect a real effect.
(next page)
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3.3.3.1 Further Analysis of Spatial Contribution
To dive deeper into insight gained from Spatial Contribution, we first note that
Spatial Contribution correlates well with the two-way ANOVA results of Aim 1.
Figure 3.11 plots each Spatial Contribution metric against the corresponding (logged)
main F value from the two-way ANOVA parsing part selectivity. In all cases, the
correlation is significant. This demonstrates that in general, the spatial information
captured by the Medial Axis Model tracks well with the spatial selectivity exhibited
by the corresponding cell.
We further investigated the relationship between 8 groups of Spatial Contribution:
the four Spatial Contributions metrics defined in methods section 3.2.4.2.3, further
divided by Learned and Unlearned groupings. For example, one group is Learned
SpatialTop,Can. Another is Unlearned SpatialBot,Inv. Figure 3.12 shows eight boxes
corresponding to each group. The boxes are arranged such that each group is in the
same spatial arrangement as the corresponding groups in Figure 3.10c. The number
in each box denotes the mean contribution of that group across appropriate cells.
Comparisons between any two groups were ascertained by unpaired t-tests. This
is the same as in Figure 3.10c, but expanded to all possible comparisons between
groups, not just learned vs. unlearned. The boxes are color-coded in a red scale,
corresponding to their relative spatial contribution. The more red, the higher the
spatial contribution of that group. Notable significant differences between groups are
displayed. To explain the global trends in this figure, we will discuss the trends in four
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p = 4.90e-2 p = 0.369 p = 2.46e-2
p = 0.164 p=1.17e-3
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Figure 3.11: A comparison between Spatial Contribution and (logged) two-way
ANOVA F values (from Aim 1). Only main effect F is used here (no interaction
effects). There is good one-to-one correlation over the four corresponding levels
of Canonical Top, Canonical Bottom, Inverted Top, and Inverted Bottom. This
demonstrates that the spatial information captured by the Medial Axis Model
tracks well with selectivity displayed by the corresponding cell across spatial re-
gion.
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sub-groups individually: 1) comparisons between bottom groups only, 2) comparisons
between top groups only, 3) comparisons between Unlearned groups only, and 4)
comparisons between Learned groups only.
First, consider comparisons among bottom groups (SpatialBot,Can and SpatialBot,Inv).
Among Canonical: Learned SpatialBot,Can was significantly greater than Unlearned
SpatialBot,Can. Among Inverted: Learned SpatialBot,Inv was less than Unlearned
SpatialBot,Inv, though was not significant (it was close. p < 0.10). This result is
fairly expected. Learned cells were defined such that bottom+interactive ANOVA F
values were greater for Canonical over Inverted. Given that the Medial Axis Model
performed fairly well and captured information from a particular side that reflects se-
lective F values, it is reasonable to expect that Learned SpatialBot,Can will be greater
than Learned SpatialBot,Inv. Similarly, given that Learned cells were selected to have
a small Inverted-Bottom F, it is a reasonable expectation that Learned SpatialBot,Inv
will be small, which it indeed is. Overall, there is a significant learning effect among
Canonical Bottom groups, and no significant learning effect among Inverted Bottom
groups. Furthermore, Learned SpatialBot,Can is significantly greater than all other
bottom groups.
Now consider all the top groups. The first notable result is that there is a learning
effect among Canonical-Top groups: Learned SpatialTop,Can is significantly greater
than Unlearned SpatialTop,Can. This is interesting and not necessarily expected be-
cause the Learning threshold did not incorporate Canonical-Top ANOVA. Further-
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more, the presence of learning in Canonical Tops is not a result that was evident
from Aim 1 Results, in which it was concluded that learning did not happen in Tops.
Inverted-Top shows no learning effect, as would be expected amongst shapes that
were not trained and with a threshold that does not take Tops into account. It
remains unclear why Inverted contributions are so strong relative to Canonical con-
tributions (although this is consistent with Aim 1 results). What it amounts to is
that Learned SpatialTop,Can is not significantly greater than all other Top groups (as
would have been “ideal”), but instead, Unlearned SpatialTop,Can is significantly less
than all other Top groups. Focusing on a specific pair: Unlearned SpatialTop,Inv is
significantly greater than Unlearned SpatialTop,Can (p = 5.30e-3). This surprising
finding might suggest that the inverted top medial axis elements (which are inverted
versions of canonical bottom medial axis elements) inherently have more information
over canonical top medial axis elements (they do, if fact, have a larger number of
medial axis elements overall).
This brings us to comparison of all Unlearned groups. One possible interpretation
from these comparisons is that they seem to favor Top Contribution over Bottom
Contribution. This is both manifest in Canonical and Inverted responses. It is not
clear why this would be the case, but taken at face value, this provides evidence
that cells uninfluenced by training “pay attention” more to tops over bottoms. As
mentioned above, the statistical difference between Unlearned SpatialTop,Inv and Un-
learned SpatialTop,Can is difficult to interpret.
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Finally, in considering the set of all Learned Contributions, the striking result
is that the disparity between Top and Bottom Contribution disappears only with
Canonical responses, and the disparity remains (grows stronger) in Inverted responses.
In other words, taken collectively, the results seem to paint the picture: cells natively
prefer or pay attention to top portions of stimuli, but learned cells pay attention to
both top and bottom portions of Trained stimuli while still only paying attention to
tops of Untrained stimuli.
These results both confirm and extend the results of Aim1.
Confirmation:
• Spatial Contribution traces well with two-way ANOVA main effect F values as
shown in Figure 3.11.
• The learning effect manifests mainly in the Bottoms. The UnLearned SpatialBot,Can
to Learned SpatialBot,Can difference is the largest in Figure 3.12.
• The unexpected strength of Inverted Tops versus Canonical Tops still remains.
Extensions:
• Unlearned Cells may innately prefer tops over bottoms. This may partially
explain why Inverted Tops are so large.
• Learned Cells responding to Canonical stimuli exhibit equal relative top and
bottom contributions. This indicates that learning serves to “equalize”
the spatial representations of familiar stimuli.
• Learning does occur for Canonical Tops, but not as strong as learning for Canon-
ical Bottoms. Once again, this serves to equalize the spatial representations of
familiar stimuli.
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Figure 3.12: Spatial Contribution: A Closer Look
A graphic displaying the relationship between eight groups of Spatial Contribu-
tion: the four Spatial Contributions metrics defined in methods section 3.2.4.2.3,
further divided by Learned and Unlearned groupings. The spatial arrangement
of each box is the same as the corresponding groups in Figure 3.10c. The number
in each box denotes the mean contribution of that group. Comparisons between
any two groups were ascertained by unpaired t-tests. Significant differences are
marked by the stars. Comparisons between specific subgroups are further dis-
sected. a) The purple highlights draw attention to the four bottom groups, where
Learned SpatialBot,Can was significantly greater than Unlearned SpatialBot,Can
while Learned SpatialBot,Inv was almost significantly less (p < 0.10) than Un-
learned SpatialBot,Inv. Learned SpatialBot,Can was the significantly greater than
all other bottom groups. b) Considering top groups, we find a learning effect
among Canonical Top groups. This is not necessarily expected from the results
of Aim1, and we see why here. SpatialTop,Inv (both Learned and Unlearned)
are very high, which is non-intuitive. Confusingly, Unlearned SpatialTop,Inv is
significantly greater than Unlearned SpatialTop,Can, suggesting perhaps, that In-
verted Tops have inherently more information than Canonical Tops. However,
the presence of a learning effect among SpatialTop,Can and not SpatialTop,Inv is
interesting. c) Comparison within Unlearned groups of Top versus Bottom re-
veals a striking pattern: Tops seem to have inherently more information repre-
sented in Unlearned cells (regardless of Canonical or Inverted). d) The same
Top versus Bottom comparison in Learned groups, however, shows an equality
(non-significance comparison) between SpatialTop,Can and SpatialBot,Can groups,
while maintaining the Top bias when considering SpatialTop,Inv and SpatialBot,Inv
groups. This all collectively suggests that 1) Tops ”start” out with more repre-
sented information in Unlearned Cells, and 2) learning boosts representation on
both Tops and Bottoms, and functions to 3) ”equalize” the representations of
Tops and Bottoms so that in Learned cells, there is no difference between Spatial
Contributions of Tops versus Bottoms.
(next page)
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This section discusses previous attempts at Modeling and interpreting data. While
all of these efforts were negative results (hence not the final model/interpretation),
they serve to fill in the context around the current model/interpretation, which was
itself mainly a negative result. In the discussion chapter, future avenues to explore
will be addressed.
The previous methods discussed here are themselves a subset of all the avenues
explored. They are only the most informative ones. I do not remember the entirety
of the past attempts.
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3.4.1 Previous Models
3.4.1.1 Surface Contours
The first model type used to fit neural data was not a medial axis model, but a
surface contour model instead. Each element was a contour associated with a Termi-
nator or Junction. Terminators each had one contour element, while Junctions had
as many elements as were limbs attached to them. A gaussian kernel and sigmoid
function similar to the eventual medial axis model was constructed to compare con-
tour elements and generate predicted firing rates. The dimensions of the gaussian
kernel were location, angle, and curvature. The full model was composed of multiple
contour elements which were added sequentially. The first element was ascertained by
initializing dozens of potential elements fitting kernel and sigmoid parameters using
a least squares regression (same as in the final model), and then selecting the best
element. A crucial difference between the least squares fit here and in the final model
is that the parameters fitted include the means of the gaussian kernel along with the
standard deviations (the final model fixed the means and did not change them). After
the first element was obtained, the search for the next element commenced. The same
initialization, fitting, and selection step occurred, but this time, what was fitted to
was the difference between the observed and predicted firing rate of the first element.
In this way, contour elements were added one at a time. Stopping conditions were
a hard cap at six elements, as well as a requirement that an added element had to
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improve observed-vs-predicted correlation by 25%.
This model could perform fairly well in some cases, but ultimately the scope
was too narrow. Our stimuli were fairly complex, involving many contours. Also, the
contours were inherently organized into more complex units. A junction, for example,
had multiple contours, and if the entire junction was “important”, then all or most
of the contours of that junction would have to be arrived at separately to “recreate”
the junction. In practice however, the model contours would be in diffuse regions of
the contour-space relative to one another – they would only capture one part of a
junction. The resulting mix of contour captures were often difficult to interpret as
they seemed to be a hodgepodge of incomplete information from various parts of the
stimulus.
3.4.1.2 Medial-Axis Model: Non-Template Version
The next major model version introduced Medial-Axis Elements. We decided to
use Medial-Axis elements because it more directly described the pieces of the stimuli
we were interested in. It directly represented Terminators, Junctions, and Limbs
instead of potentially just pieces of them. The sequential search of elements and
the fitting of gaussian kernel means were kept the same from the Surface Contour
procedure described above.
While the direct representation of medial axis elements was a clear benefit from
before, there were new problems. The search space was much more complex now.
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Terminators, Junctions, and Limbs needed their own separate search spaces, but they
were not independent from one another (a junction connected to a limb obviously had
correlating properties). But mainly, this procedure still suffered from the sequential
search which again struggled to arrive at interpretable complex shapes. On the one
hand, the sequential search could identify separate regions of interest (for example,
one terminator and one limb, separated by large distance, which are both important
to describe neuron behavior) and combine them into a model, and furthermore do so
with different weights (one could be positive and one could be negative). However,
many cells exhibited top genetic algorithm shapes that seemed to display obvious
common complex groupings of medial-axis elements such as U-shapes and S-shapes.
These often involved multiple adjacent elements such as 3 limbs and two junctions.
It was exceedingly rare for a sequential search to arrive at these shapes in the same
way that the previous surface contour search almost never arrived at a model that
reconstructed a junction. In short, the sequential search procedure seemed to arrive
at local minima, and the models, while complex and had modest explanatory power,
were very uninterpretable.
3.4.1.3 Final Version: Medial-Axis Model with Templates
We then arrived at the current version of the model which involves the use of
templates. The main innovation of using templates is that it removes the need for
a search algorithm to build a complex grouping from the bottom up. Instead, the
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search algorithm is top down, with seeding from the top GA and behavioral stimuli.
We “know” that the top stimuli contain the complex element groupings that can best
explain the neuron’s tuning, and so we endeavor to take advantage of this fact. For
simplicity, we dropped both the kernel means and the weights of individual element
capture from the fitted parameters of the model. Each template was therefore fixed
in kernel values, and uniform in terms of capture importance across all elements.
The templates also need not be among adjacent elements. This means that while the
template model gains the power of being able to capture complex medial-axis element
groupings (which previous attempts could not do), it still retained the potential to
capture disparate parts of a stimulus (which previous models could do).
A technical hurdle of this version however was the combinatorial volume of po-
tential templates to search through. A stimulus with n elements had 2n−1 potential
templates. For seven elements (a moderate sized stimulus) this is 127 templates. But
for a 13-element stimulus (largest possible), there were over 8000 templates. Each
candidate template was then matched to every stimulus recorded for that cell, and
each match itself was a combinatorial search (if a template had 2 limbs and a stimulus
had 4, for example, then there were 4choose2 combinations of possible template-to-
stimulus limb matches. Each element type, Terminators, Junctions, and Limbs, had
their own combinatorial search). Time was a serious prohibitive factor and one that
was never quite overcome. In the Discussion chapter, we will discuss future ways that
this model should be extended. This includes the above technical hurdle, as well as
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methodology considerations arising from the unexpected results from Aim 1.
Throughout all the versions of models, the predictive power never quite achieved
a strong level. The template models achieved some modest correlations but many
did not (maximum r2 was .61, but mean and median r2 was around 0.2). More work
clearly needs to be done to truly model the behavior of neurons.
3.4.2 Previous Interpretations
3.4.2.1 Element Importance
The reader may be wondering why we fixated on Element Importance as a possible
metric to further describe learning effects. There is no a priori reason necessarily to
expect that learning would change the relative makeup of descriptive templates in
terms of its medial axis elements.
The reason is that I mistakenly began interpretation of the data before all the data
was processed. As mentioned above, the model template search was prohibitively
long. When only about half of the cells were processed, I started interpreting the
data. At the time, I found what seemed to be a striking relationship between Ele-
ment Importance and two-way ANOVA results (part and part interaction selectivity).
Specifically, it appeared that terminators were correlated with Canonical Bottom F,
while limbs were correlated with Inverted Bottom F. Figure 3.13 shows a schematic
of this early trend.
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I did a number of analyses over the course of many months based on this ob-
servation, incorrectly assuming that this relationship would hold as more data was
processed. However, this assumption proved erroneous as the initial relationships
gradually disappeared with more cells processed. The striking separation of Termina-
tor and Limb processing was lost. By the time we settled on the final interpretation,
involving the categorization of Learned and Unlearned cells (which was moving from
regression of F values to categorization of F values), all relationships between Element
Importance and learning seemed non-existent or weak at best.
Figure 3.13: Element Importance versus Part and Part-Interaction Selectivity
A schematic showing comparing final and early trends in Element Importance.
Each panel represents a relationship between Element Importance and ANOVA F
values. This was an early test used before the Learning Threshold was developed.
The left side of the graph shows Terminator companions, while the right half
of the graph shows Limb comparisons. The three rows on both left and right
halves show the single-element and the two double-element variables associated
with Terminators and Limbs. Terminator-Limb Importance, a double element
importance, is repeated on both left and right sides because it involves both
Terminators and Limbs. The F values compared are both main effects: Canonical
Bottom and Inverted Top Fs from two-way ANOVA in Aim 1. Displayed in each
scatterplot are the correlation and associated p-value. The green backgrounds
on a subset of graphs indicate significance. The bottom of the Figure shows
comparison panels with the same green backgrounds indicating significance. Each
panel pair from the top and bottom halves of the figure correspond to each other.
Early comparison trends seemed to show a relationship between Terminator and
Canonical Bottoms and a relationship between Limbs and Inverted Tops. This
seemed to be very striking and led me down a rabbit hole. Ultimately though, by
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Figure 3.13: Element Importance versus Part and Part-Interaction Selectivity
Early Comparison Trends
Canonical Bottom Inverted Top
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CHAPTER 3. AIM 2
3.4.2.2 Other Descriptive Variables: Sparsity and Behavioral
Threshold
All of the described efforts to correlate or categorize various metrics with ANOVA
F values were repeated with sparsity (discussed in Aim 1). There was no major
change in using Sparsity versus F values.
Another thing we tried was to separate the cell population based on its Behavioral
Model Performance as opposed to it’s GA Model Performance. The rationale was to
cut out from consideration models that failed to fit the Behavioral stimulus responses.
In other words, if a model failed to capture the effect that made the cell interesting
in the first place, perhaps it should not be considered further. This is a different
sort of threshold than the Learning threshold, which was made based on observed
F values. This threshold is made based on the models performance. Thus the two
thresholds could be combined to make a stricter filter: F8 Threshold + Behavioral
Threshold would yield only cells that exhibited Learning Effect and whose modeling
attempts successfully captured Behavioral stimulus response. Ultimately no major
insights were gleaned from these efforts, and they are not included in this thesis.
3.4.2.3 Alternative Spatial Contributions
There were many attempts to describe Spatial Contribution before settling on the
current method. Most of them involved direct assessment of capture values. Instead
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of dropping capture values and assessing the resulting Model Performance, these early
attempts simply looked at the capture values themselves. After step 1) of the capture
procedure, all the capture values from one side (top or bottom) would be summed.
Then various metrics were applied across stimuli. These metrics included (amongst
others) averaging, standard deviations, sparsity, and kurtosis. The metrics would be
applied across all stimuli in a one-way fashion or across tops and bottoms in a two-
way fashion similar to two-way ANOVA. But all these methods failed the evaluation
shown in Figure 3.11, which compares the Spatial Contribution metrics with the
corresponding two-way ANOVA main F values. This amounts to a “sanity check”,
asserting that any designed spatial contribution metric should correlate with the
observed selectivity of that spatial side and stimulus type (Canonical or Inverted).
If a metric assigns a cell a “large top canonical spatial contribution”, for example
(and the template model worked correctly), it should be because that cell had large
canonical top selectivity.
What made all the attempts at using direct capture values fail was the importance
of the sigmoid function, which applies crucial non-linearities to the summed capture
values, transforming it into the final predicted firing rate. Summing top-only or
bottom-only capture values treats them linearly, but that could be wildly different
from how they actually affected the model prediction. As an extreme case of this,
some sigmoid functions were actually negatively sloped, meaning that the templates
were actually negative templates instead of positive ones. This inverts how capture
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values typically affect predicted firing rate, and metrics that do not take this into
account will fail.
The final Spatial Contribution metrics used sidestep these issues by directly as-
sessing the Model Performance instead of capture values. In this way, the nonlinear
sigmoid function is incorporated into the metric as opposed to being a disconnect




Parametric analyses of shape coding in the ventral pathway have reliably shown
that neurons throughout the ventral pathway, even in inferotemporal cortex, repre-
sent fragments of objects, or combinations of fragments [10,28,55,59,60], rather than
whole object shape. However, these analyses have not generally considered whether
learning could produce more holistic object representation. Baker, Behrmann & Olson
generated highly suggestive evidence that extensive training could produce selectiv-
ity for whole, familiar objects. But here we extend their experimental design and
ultimately challenge their interpretation.
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4.1 Results Recap and Discussion
Table 4.1 summarizes all of our findings throughout both specific aims. Following
is a brief recap.
Table 4.1: Comprehensive Results Summary
Question Conclusions Future Directions




 Stronger learned effect for part-
interaction
 Agreement with Baker et. al. 2002




 Learned selectivity is compositional,
not holistic
 Probe familiar part interac-
tions further with genetic al-
gorithm





 Main effect precedes Interaction ef-
fect by 25-40 ms




 Too few cells  More data needed
 Categorical representation across
trained stimuli trends higher




 Too few cells  More data needed
 Task Protocol: 2nd stim selectivity
> 1st stim selectivity




 Could not find any significant trends
Does the Medial Axis Model fit
the data well?
(Aim2)
Modest Performance  Reimagine/Redo
 Based faultily on assumption of
holistic coding
 Both the GA and
MAM should directly manip-
ulate/investigate multi-part
combinatorial neural codes




 Unlearned Cells biased toward tops Extend result to cover GA
data
 Learned Cells equalize top versus
bottom representation
4.1.1 Experiment Design Extensions
Our experiment, stimulus design, and analysis are all inspired by Baker et. al. 2002,
but there are notable differences.
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• We tasked our monkeys to recognize and differentiate between categories of stimuli
instead of single images. In this way, we could ensure that monkeys learned generic
shapes, and not rely on ad hoc strategies (involving precise, local details). This is
similar to the way we learn alphanumeric characters, which vary in precise shape
across fonts and handwriting styles.
• Complementary set, composed of familiar parts but unfamiliar part combinations is
unique to our study. This afforded us the ability to directly test changes in part
combination selectivity in a way that Baker et. al. could not.
• We applied two-way ANOVA to a larger stimulus set than 2x2 tetrads and directly
reported F values. This gave a more direct and more holistic picture of each cell’s
tuning and selectivity relative to the methodology in Baker et. al.
• We report results from extra analysis / post-hocs, including timing effects, location
effects and morph/active context effects.
4.1.2 Aim1, Part1: Confirmation of Learned In-
crease in Part Selectivity
We observe a learning effect on part selectivity and part interaction selectivity similar
to what is reported in Baker et al. Despite the agreement, there is a difference in how
the two studies report this. Baker et. al. essentially report counts: that more sessions
exhibited significant trained selectivity than non-trained selectivity (modestly so for main
effects, drastically so for interaction effects.. We directly report selectivity via F values and
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we do so over the entire set of Canonical or Inverted stimuli instead of limiting the analysis
to tetrads/sessions. We found a learned effect for bottom and interaction selectivity while
top selectivity failed to show a learned difference. Together we interpret this to reproduce
the observations of Baker et. al. that learning produced modest parts learning (bottom but
not top) and a more significant part interaction learning.
The non-presence of a significant top main effect is difficult to interpret. There is no
a priori reason that tops or bottoms should perform differently. One enticing possibility is
elucidated later when considering Spatial Contribution: that cells innately represent more
information in tops of stimuli rather than bottoms. Through learning, however, cells had
to “pay attention” to tops and bottoms equally. Thus, the learning primarily manifests
through increased bottom and interaction selectivity.
To play devil’s advocate, another speculative possibility involves the relative complexity
of our shapes. Our bottom parts tended to either be more complex or occupy more spatial
space than the tops. For example, the “cross” and “h” bottom parts not only occupied the
lower end, but also the central spatial region of their respective (Unmorphed) stimuli. This
is exaggerated further by the simpler top parts, especially the “single-terminator” top. For
example the cross letter is essentially just the bottom part.
Furthermore, it is important to note that all of the 2-way ANOVA is done with spatial
tops and bottoms as the factors. That means, that the levels of the inverted “tops” corre-
spond to the same medial axis parts as the canonical “bottoms” and thus, inverted “tops”
potentially carry more information than inverted “bottoms”. Now, given the disproportion-
ate information representation and the “spatial top/bottom” terminology clarification, it is
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now possible to reinterpret the main effect graphs. The learned bottom effect is straight-
forward: canonical bottoms when compared to inverted bottoms, contain more medial axis
complexity which works in conjunction with the observed learned effect. However, the
canonical tops contain less medial axis complexity than inverted tops, which may counter-
act any learning effect, thus producing the non-significant relationship we observe. Again,
this is all speculative.
4.1.3 Aim1, Part2: Counterevidence to Learned
Increase in Holistic Selectivity
We then considered selectivity in Trained versus Complementary responses. This is the
key contribution of our experimental design. Baker et. al. observed sharp, sparse tun-
ing in their cells’ response profiles and concluded (plausibly) that whole object selectivity
explained such tuning. But due to our ability of introducing familiar parts in novel combi-
nations, we could dissociate between a general increase in part interaction selectivity and
specific whole-object selectivity, which is what we observed. We recorded multiple cells
with sparse response profiles just as Baker et. al. did. However some of those profiles
“selected” objects that were never seen in training. Given that Aim 1-Part 1 demonstrates
that a learning effect took place (Canonical versus Inverted responses), we conclude then
that learning increases general part interaction selectivity, but not whole object selectivity.
This shows that hierarchical part integration is the key step affected by visual object
learning. Furthermore, object representation remains fundamentally parts-based even fol-
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lowing extensive learning. Parts-based, compositional object coding is efficient enough to
comprehend the virtually infinite space of object structures and qualities with a finite num-
ber of signals. It is also essential for cognitive understanding of objects as physical structures
with interconnected, interacting parts. Face coding also combines information about parts,
but in a more promiscuous and implicit way [67], yielding more holistic percepts, with less
cognitive and mnemonic access to low-level structural differences. The results reported here
argue that compositional coding is maintained even for extremely familiar, behaviorally rel-
evant shapes, preserving coding capacity and explicit structural information about objects.
4.1.4 Selectivity Timing
In a previous study in the lab, Brincat 2006 [56], experimenters reported differential
timing effects between linear and nonlinear representations of stimuli in posterior IT cortex.
The differentiation of linear and nonlinear components closely resembles the differentiation
of main versus interaction components of the current two-way ANOVA. Thus it is worth
comparing the two studies and results.
In Brincat 2006, monkeys were shown 2D shape-contour stimuli which could be ma-
nipulated in a combinatorial fashion. Neuronal responses were fitted with a model that
characterized each neuron’s tuning for contour shape (curvature and orientation) and po-
sition (x, y object-relative position and x, y absolute position) through time (relative to
stimulus onset). The model combined multiple excitatory and inhibitory Gaussian tuning
functions (linear components) as well as higher-order products of same-sign tuning functions
(non-linear components). In this way, they could delineate linear and nonlinear (modeled)
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contributions to neuronal response across time.
The current study differs in obvious and large ways from Brincat 2006. Differences
include the stimuli (medial axis definitions versus surface contour), the methodology, and
recording location (central/anterior IT versus posterior IT). So comparisons must be made
cautiously. Nevertheless, the linear and nonlinear components can be directly compared
with the two-way ANOVA executed in the current project. Main effects in two-way ANOVA
are essentially linear components in a compositional model of stimuli response, while in-
teraction terms can be interpreted as nonlinear (in that they represent information unable
to be captured by linearly summing main effects). That we see a very similar trend of
main/linear effects preceding interaction/nonlinear effects (30-40 ms in our study, 60 ms
in Brincat 2006) is striking. The convergent results indicate that information about sim-
pler components appears rapidly, whereas information about part interaction or multi-part
configurations evolves gradually. Furthermore, it hints at a dynamic transformation from
representations of simpler parts to more complex and sparse representation.
4.1.5 Categorical Representation
Within the Morphed protocol we tested categorical representation resulting from train-
ing using nested ANOVA. We could not find a significant effect. Comparing nested ANOVA
values over Trained versus nested ANOVA values over Complementary responses, for ex-
ample, failed to show any difference in the ratio of inter-category explained variance to




4.1.6 Active Versus Passive and Morphed Versus
Unmorphed Comparisons
The Morph and Task Protocols, together, comprise a fairly powerful set of post-hocs.
For the current project, these experiments were being tweaked throughout the course of
recording, and the full version, in which a repeated set of Morphed and Unmorphed stimuli
were presented in both passive and active contexts, was only presented to only a handful of
cells near the end. Unfortunately there were too few cells to draw significant conclusions.
However, interesting trends are reported.
Over the population of cells, Morphed evoked firing rates were modestly larger than
Unmorphed responses. A larger effect, however, seemed to occur in comparing active stimuli
over passive stimuli. A subset of the cells exhibited striking increases in firing rate in active
contexts over passive. It is unclear whether this effect is a neurological effect, or simply due
to uncontrolled experimental factors such as cell drift.
Beyond firing rate, there was no significant effect of Morphed or Active effect on one-
way ANOVA or sparseness of responses with the exception of Morphed versus Unmorphed
active responses: Within the Task protocol, there was greater selectivity (one-way ANOVA)
exhibited by the second stimulus (comparison stimulus / unmorphed) than exhibited by the
first stimulus (sample stimulus / morphed). This is an interesting effect, and may add to
evidence for attentional modulation of ventral visual stream [68–70]. IT activity seems to
be “more selective” during the period where active discrimination is taking place. It is





We found no notable correlations between location of cell recorded and signal of any
kind. We tested two-way ANOVA metrics, one-way Metrics and timing parameters.
4.1.8 Aim2: Modeling Efforts
We utilized a genetic algorithm to explore the shape space of cells The recorded data
was used to constrain the Medial Axis Model in order to explain how learned selectivity
arises. The Medial Axis Model was the final effort in multiple attempts at modeling the
data. Previous attempts included surface contours instead of medial axis components. The
final version used templates composed of multiple medial axis elements drawn from top
performing stimuli to make a similarity comparison between any stimuli and the general
shape characteristics of each cells’ best stimuli.
This effort ultimately fell short of potential. Overall model performance, characterized
by correlation of observed-versus-predicted firing rates, were modest at best. The technical
hurdles centered around the vast combinatorial size of template numbers and template-to-
stimuli comparisons proved difficult. Efforts to improve the model were severely limited by
time considerations.
But beyond technical limitations, the inclusion of only one template in the Medial Axis
Model is fundamentally flawed and any attempts in the future to adapt the model must
take this into account (see 4.2 Future Directions). The rationale of modeling with a single
template came from the assumption that whole-object selectivity, asserted by Baker et. al.,
was true. We were not initially attempting to challenge this assertion and the construction
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of our model reflects this fact. A single template endeavors to capture a singular shape that
the cells have “learned”, but in light of our results in Aim 1, which show that selectivity
for multiple parts persists throughout learning, models must include multiple templates.
4.1.9 Aim2: Searching for Learned Effect
We developed a learning threshold in order to categorize all recorded cells (even non-Full
Protocol cells) as Learned or Unlearned cells. We attempted to differentiate Learned versus
Unlearned cells by multiple descriptive metrics. Model Performance and Element Impor-
tance failed to show any effect. Spatial Contribution did show an effect (modest, but clear).
With, further analysis, we then extend the results of Aim 1 by showing that 1) the Learned
cells exhibit an increase of represented top information (not necessarily expected from Aim
1 results) and 2) the primary feature of Learned Cells is the equal top/bottom representa-
tion they exhibit over Canonical Stimuli. In other cases (representation of Inverted stimuli
by Learned Cells ; representation of all stimuli by Unlearned Cells), cells represented more
top information than bottom. This indicates that cells natively “pay attention” more to
tops than bottoms, and had to learn to represent information of all parts of trained stimuli.
This analysis covers Medial Axis Model performance over Behavioral Stimuli. An ob-
vious future direction to bolster these results is to also use the performance over genetic
algorithm stimuli. That is, top-versus-bottom representation over the genetic algorithm
stimuli should be included in future efforts as well. This new analysis should be executed




4.2.1 New Genetic Algorithm and Template Model
Aim 1 gave us the unexpected and exciting result that part and part interaction selectiv-
ity, not whole object selectivity, underlies learned object recognition. Given this conclusion,
adjustments should be taken in any future project in this area. Methodologies should adapt
to feature parts-based models of the neuron.
First, the genetic algorithm should be modified to include crossover (also called recom-
bination) computations. The current GA only allowed mutations, with the rationale being
that we were only interested in whole objects. However, now having established part and
part-interaction selectivity as the critical component of neural behavior, the GA should
probe this directly. Crossover computations would involve taking two current GA stimuli
(two parent stimuli) and “crossing” them to produce a child stimuli. There are many ways
this can be executed, but one hypothetical method is outlined as follows. Two parents are
randomly selected from the previously run GA (crossover computations can only start from
generation 2. Stricter measures could also be put into place by starting crossovers in later
generations as top evoked responses become more developed). The selection process would
still be weighted by evoked response such that high-response stimuli are more likely to be
selected as a parent. However, there would be an added condition that the parent stimuli
must have at least two limbs, for reasons that will be obvious shortly. Each parent would
randomly produce a “subset skeleton”, which are composed of a subset of the skeleton me-
dial axis precursors (see Stimulus Generation Methods, 2.2.2). The skeleton elements are
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not final contoured pieces, but the zero-width medial axis precursors) from the respective
parent stimuli. Subset skeletons have to satisfy two conditions: 1) all elements must be
contiguous, and 2) they must have two to four (inclusive) limbs. The rationale for the lower
bound is that recombinations involving single-limb “parts” could theoretically be achieved
with a mutation and so nothing would be gained by using a crossover computation. The
rationale for the upper bound is that the combined number of limbs of both subset skeletons
are subject to the same maximum (six) as normal stimuli. If the number of combined limbs
across both subset skeletons exceeds six, then two new subset skeletons will be randomly
generated from the same parents. Finally, the two subset skeletons will be combined by
randomly selecting one node (a terminator or junction) from each of the subset skeletons
and then joining the two stimuli at those nodes to make one final skeleton. Conditions that
must be met for this joining step are that the total number of limbs must not exceed four
and that the resulting stimuli must be valid (no overlapping limbs). If these conditions are
not met, then two new candidate nodes will be selected for joining. Finally, a new contour
will be generated around the final skeleton to make a new stimuli.
Another possible change for the genetic algorithm could be the incorporation of parts
of the Behavioral stimuli. While it is important for the main component of the genetic
algorithm to be independent from the Behavioral stimuli, it is possible that complete in-
dependence would task the GA with doing “too much”. If the shape space traversed now
is expanded to conceptually include multiple parts and their combinations, there may not
be enough time to densely sample the space effectively, which is critically important. The
Spatial Contribution metrics of Aim 2 strongly indicates robust response to multiple parts
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arises as part of learning, and furthermore happens only for familiar parts. So for the ge-
netic algorithm to effectively use crossover mutations to probe part interactions, the parts
themselves have to elicit strong reactions. To help alleviate the combinatorial weight, it may
be worth considering creating a separate lineage of GA that allows for Behavioral stimuli
or parts of the stimuli (i.e. top or bottom parts) to seed new GA stimuli. In this way,
the shape space explored would be directly surrounding the Behavioral stimuli (but include
a far larger space than that represented by Morphed stimuli) and could be more directly
applied to studying part and part interaction tuning.
As the GA methodology changes to probe part and part interactions, the modeling
efforts must also change. The Medial Axis Model should incorporate at least two templates
and include single and interactive terms. This would not only drastically improve model
performance by virtue of more parameters (for example, this would allow for the possibility
of having one positive and one negative template which is a fundamental ability that is not
possible currently), but would directly follow from the part selectivity results of Aim 1.
The inclusion of a second template in the model was actually an initial goal of the
current methodology (when templates was first conceived and implemented), but as pre-
viously mentioned, a major technical hurdle was the combinatorial complexity of handling
templates. We did not have the computational and time capacity to do everything we
wanted, and so the second template was cut from consideration. The assumption then was
that whole-object modeling (which can be handled by a single template) could sufficiently
describe neural behavior. Now knowing that is not the case, second templates and second
order interaction terms are key.
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The search for two templates can be done sequentially. After a first template is es-
tablished, the difference between observed and predicted firing rate would be obtained and
the search for the second template would commence fitting to the differential firing rate.
The second search would also simultaneously be fitting interaction parameters for the two
templates. The time complexity associated with searching with one template is already
prohibitive. Adding a second search step is daunting. However it could be alleviated by
capping templates at a certain size. Example rules could include templates having no more
than 4 limbs, or perhaps having no more than seven total elements. However the time
complexity is addressed, the benefits are certainly worth the effort.
4.2.2 New Morph and Task Protocol
The current Morphed stimuli were generated at random, and was not vetted for any sort
of criteria. In the future, Morphed stimuli should be parameterized by degree of deviation
from unmorphed category shape to ensure a consistency. The exact criteria of deviation
will be up to the experimenter. This would be similar in principle to the cat-to-dog morphs
that Freedman 2006 [53] generated: a parameterized, repeatable set of stimuli to test with.
The Task Protocol has a balanced design across number of stimuli and trials. This
design could be expanded to include active versus passive contexts. Currently, the number
of times any given morph appears in a match versus nonmatch trials are random, but it




4.2.3 New Method: Chronic Recording
One major potential direction for this project would be the incorporation of a chronic
array as the data-collection method. Chronic recording gives the experimenter both the
ability to hold a cell over multiple weeks and months, as well as the capability to simulta-
neously record from a population of cells. For this project, the enormous potential benefit
would be the ability to observe long-term changes in neural tuning while training is under-
way. The vast majority of studies concerned with learning (including the current study)
only infer that learning has occurred, but do not directly observe learning. The Kobatake
1998 [45] study discussed in Chapter 1 provides one exception, where they take the rela-
tively costly and uncommon step of observing entirely naive control monkeys in parallel
with trained monkeys. (for another exception, see Messinger 2001 [71]) By observing neu-
ral tuning before, during and after training, the experimenter could now directly ascertain
learned signals versus confounds (i.e. differences in naive states across monkeys).
Aside from observing neurons over a long period of time, another benefit to chronic
arrays would be population recording. The simultaneous recording of neurons would allow
the experimenter to directly study the population coding of visual stimuli. With acute
recordings, one can approximately infer population coding (for an example, recall Kobatake
1998 [45], selectivity of trained vs nontrained stimuli was ascertained via population code),
but there are problems. Assembling sequentially recorded neurons into a population vector
inherently treats each neuron as independent variables. But this may not be the case.
Neuronal firing rates may be correlated with each other and representation information may
be overlapped. Only through simultaneous population recording can the true population
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representation be ascertained. For this project, we consistently deal with questions of
discriminability or sparseness of coding across training versus non-training stimuli. We are
able to gain a lot of insight (hopefully the reader by this point agrees!) while dealing with
these questions on a single cell level, but with chronic arrays, future experimenters could
go further.
4.2.3.1 Considerations for a Chronic Array
However, a chronic array does have some drawbacks, some of which are discussed here.
In general, the quality of each individual recording channel in a chronic array will be lower
than that of each acute recording. With the expectation of capturing multi-unit activity
or simply a general decrease in the fidelity of the recorded signal, it may not be possible to
study the recorded cells in the same manner as we did with acute recordings. The genetic
algorithm and post-hocs run in this study all depended on the quality of signal obtained
from single-unit recordings. A move to a chronic array would necessitate a reimagining of
the goal and priorities of the recording protocols. Following are considerations for current
and new protocols needed for chronic recording.
4.2.3.1.1 Behavioral Protocol
This protocol would be unchanged in terms of execution. The set of Canonical and
Inverted stimuli (or new set of trained and untrained stimuli) would be presented in the
same fashion (fixation protocol, interleaved trials) as it is currently. What would change
is the interpretation / analysis. For acute recordings, the Behavioral Protocol is meant
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to ascertain visual responsiveness during the initial search for cells, and only cells that
demonstrated suitable shape discriminability were recorded further. For chronic recordings,
there will not be a new search for cells day-to-day. Instead, the Behavioral Protocol will
serve as a “baseline protocol”. The experimenter will compare responses with the previous
recording day to ascertain cell drift or loss of signal from the previous day, establishing a
“moving baseline” of cell activity that varies by day. This baseline will be critical knowledge
when doing analysis of long-term neural activity.
Analysis of the Behavioral Responses should fundamentally involve ascertaining discrim-
inability of Canonical versus Inverted shapes, as the current study does. For Aim 1 of this
project we utilized 2-way ANOVA as the main method to ascertain discriminability. For a
chronic study, it is possible to repeat the analysis on a channel-by-channel basis, focusing
perhaps on a subset of channels with strong signal. To take it further and do a population
analysis (taking advantage of simultaneous recording), there exists “multivariate analysis of
variance” (MANOVA) which is a generalized form of ANOVA, extending the analysis to two
or more dependent variables. In this case signal from each channel is a dependent variable.
MANOVA utilizes the covariance matrix across dependent variables which, as mentioned
before, is critical for accurately representing a population code. There are a few different
versions of MANOVA [72], so further investigation into the appropriate test is warranted.
4.2.3.1.2 Genetic Algorithm
Out of all the protocols, it is the genetic algorithm that stands to gain the most benefit
from long-term recordings. In acute recordings, it is a race against time to find a suitable
cell and record as many generations of genetic algorithm (along with other protocols) as
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possible before the cell drifts. The time constraints limits both the number of generations
and number of lineages possible, and for some cells in which the yielded stimuli profile is
not very compelling, the experimenter has to accept that the algorithm may simply not
have had enough time to find a dynamic region of shape space. The ability to record the
same cells (as ascertained by the Behavioral/baseline protocol) over multiple days, however,
lifts this major constraint. It will now be possible to “continue” the genetic algorithm from
the previous day. Top stimuli can be morphed further while new shapes and lineages can
still be added. Furthermore, within a single day, more time can be afforded to the genetic
algorithm since without the need to search for cells at the start of each day. All of this
extra time allows for a much richer exploration than was possible before.
The objective function (what the algorithm is actually searching) will need to undergo
a significant change. Once again, the change from single-cell to population recordings
necessitates a change, but in this case, the change is fundamental to the purpose of the
protocol. For acute recordings, the genetic algorithm was searching the shape space of a
single cell. With a chronic array, though, it would not be feasible to do the same search
of the shape space of all the individual channels recorded, both because of the number
of cells present and the aforementioned decrease in quality of signal. Instead, the genetic
algorithm would be executed over a multivariate signal, in which the “response space” of
all (or a subset) of channels are explored at once. But the response space searched will not
exactly be the shape space from before, but instead will be something else as framed by the
objective function set by the experimenter.
An example objective function could seek to maximize the magnitude of the normalized
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response vector of channels, where the normalized response vector would be the response
vector multiplied by the inverse of the covariance matrix. This would be a direct multivariate
correlate of the shape space search of acute recordings. But this method may not be suitable.
Each cell would contribute diffusely to the overall signal and the final product may have a
“jack of all trades, master of none” quality, reflecting a little bit of each cell’s shape space
but none of them directly.
A better objective function may be to look at the sparseness across the population
response. Once again, taking advantage of the known sparse coding in IT, this objective
function would search for shapes that activate a relatively small number of cells as ascer-
tained by a normalized response vector. An algorithm seeking to maximize sparsity would
inherently focus a spotlight on a few cells and thus maximize their responses by honing
in on their shape space. Each lineage introduced to the genetic algorithm could poten-
tially hone in on a different set of cells. Different methods of normalization and variants
of sparsity exist. One could normalize based on covariance matrix, or baseline firing rate
as ascertained by the Behavioral protocol. The experimenter may also wish to attempt
to maximize both the sparsity and the maximum response rate. There are a lot of meta
parameters to optimize for this new methodology.
4.2.3.1.3 Morphed and Task Protocol
The Morph and Task protocol may have a larger significance in a chronic array setting.
For the current study, the collective group of Behavioral, Morph, and Task protocols show
all relevant stimuli in exhaustive and balanced manner across canonical versus morphed,
and passive versus active settings. Of that group, Morph and Task protocols were post-
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hocs that yielded extra information in support of the Behavioral Protocol. For chronic
setting, however, one major goal is to record during the training process. As such the Task
protocol may become a crucial component. The essential feature of the Morph and Task
protocols is the utilization of a set of morphed stimuli that are held constant across all
instantiations of the protocols. This should still remain the case. It is important for a
consistent set of stimuli to be shown across days for the same “baseline” reasons addressed
in the Behavioral Protocol section. However the Task protocol cannot be the only protocol
used for training. As explained in the Aim 1 methods, we trained monkeys to recognize
categories in order to ensure that it could execute the task with true knowledge of shape
characteristics as opposed to rote memorization of arbitrary images. As such, utilizing a
repeated set of morphs in the Task Protocol would violate this philosophy. Instead, the
Task Protocol should be folded into the existing Training Protocol. Each session should
essentially mix “random trials” with “set trials”. The random trials are the same as trials
from the existing Training protocol: categories picked, match versus nonmatch, and the
exact morphed instantiation (if applicable) are all random for any given trial. The “set
trials” are from the existing Task Protocol. They are exhaustive and balanced over the
number of stimuli and trials. “Random” and “set” trials would be randomly interleaved
with each other, with considerably more random trials over set trials. This is to ensure that
set trials are infrequent enough that the monkey does not remember the repeated morphs.
Once again, analysis of the data from these protocols would have to be multivariate
versions of the current analysis. Both the generalized MANOVA (addressed with Behavioral
protocol) and sparsity across population (addressed in the GA protocol) could be useful here.
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4.2.3.2 Possible Combination with Acute Recordings
Our task does not favor either side anywhere in the experimental design or monkey
saccade direction. Each hemisphere of cortex is treated independently and interchangeably.
Thus it is conceptually possible to hold joint chronic and acute recording sessions with
the chronic array implanted on one hemisphere, and a separate chamber installed on the
other hemisphere. The strategy here, may be to have the chronic array implanted and
recording throughout the course of training (multiple months). At this point, the collection
of protocols described above would be executed each day. Behavioral, Morphed, and the
new Training Protocol described above would collect responses to a repeated set of relevant
stimuli, serving as both a baseline test to ascertain cell drift from the previous day, and an
updated snapshot of the current “learned state” of IT cortex as training continues. The
genetic algorithm will be ongoing throughout the entire training period, with new lineages
constantly being added, and old lineages stopped when appropriate.
At the end of training, an acute recording chamber can be installed on the other hemi-
sphere and the current study could be repeated. If possible, joint chronic and acute record-
ings could happen, though the technical difficulties may be prohibitive (it sounds like a
professor’s dream and a student/lab technician’s nightmare).
4.3 Conclusion
This project showcases a strong continuation of a foundational question of coding in
IT cortex. Do IT neurons represent parts or whole objects? We found strong evidence
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contradicting the seminal study in the field. Whereas Baker et al. concluded that neurons
learn whole, familiar objects, we extended their experimental design and demonstrated that
actually, training produces increased interactions between familiar parts without increased
selectivity of whole objects. Through a series of post-hocs and modeling efforts, we were
able to gain further insights. We found that main part selectivity precedes part interaction
selectivity in a strikingly similar way to previously reported results concerning posterior IT
activity. We also introduced a Medial Axis Model, through which we gained further insight
into the nature of the learning: that naive cells tend to represent information at the spatial
tops of stimuli, while learned cells exhibit equal spatial representations, but only across
familiar stimuli.
As strong as the findings are, much more work needs to be done. We have found
tantalizing clues regarding experience-based neural coding in IT cortex. But to continue
further, adjustments must be made to study these clues further and more directly. Efforts
to explicitly model learned compositional coding in IT could start with changes to the
genetic algorithm to go along with changes to modeling efforts. Results regarding timing
differences between main and interaction effects, categorical coding, and attentional effects
are all either preliminary or inconclusive with the number of cells recorded. They should
be revisited in the future. Finally future work should investigate whether the assertion
that naive cells represent more top information is indeed true, as confirmation of this would
strengthen the tentative Aim 2 results of this work.
Together, these protocols and results represent a powerful starting point to build off of.
I am proud of them and I am excited to see what future versions of them will look like.
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